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Welcome 2014: The Year of Mobile Spying and Privacy Concerns
Yes, 2014 is here and we’re surrounded by more and more personally
identifyable information (PII) theft, as predicted. Keep an eye on these at
http://www.privacyrights.org and find out that we all have common
vulnerabilities and exposures (CVEs) which are searchable here at the
National Vulnerability Database (NVD) at http://nvd.nist.gov.
In addition, as I predicted last month, we are entering a year of Mobile
malware that spies on you. Why? For governments, for cybercriminals,
for online predators and as part of a new attack vector used by hackers.
Remember in last month’s edition, I brought up the Android Flashlight app behaving maliciously? Who
would have known the NSA could be spying on you through Angry Birds? This is only the tip of the
iceberg of what’s really happening out there.
Why do so many people trust so many untrustworthy applications? We each want more functionality and
productivity on our smartphones and tablets as a replacement for the bulky office desktop computer – as
a results, we’re all willing to fall for the hook of a ‘freebie’ application – but is anything truly free in this
world? Why would a calculator application need to geolocate you on GPS and eavesdrop on wifi? Why
would a weather updating application need access to your contacts list, wifi, phone data protocols and
GPS? The list goes on.
As I said last month, first it’s adware then spyware then real ‘spook’ spyware where governments spying
on each other and their citizens, then it’s the monetization of criminal malware where more and more
citizens lose their personally identifyable information (PII) possibly followed by hidden bitcoin p2p
malware used for mining –imagine your favorite app like Angry Birds or Candy Crush, running on over
100m smartphone devices becomes a network of 100m bitcoin computations.
So, as we enter 2014, we enter 1984 coming to fruition – it’s the year of many big brothers, starting with
the NSA. We should now all agree that PRIVACY is all uppercase in 2014. Yes, it matters – big time!
Growing mobile spying stories leading to new concerns about your personal PRIVACY, your business
PRIVACY and all IT ‘big data’ PRIVACY.
To our faithful readers, Enjoy,

Pierluigi Paganini
Pierluigi Paganini, Editor-in-Chief, Pierluigi.Paganini@cyberdefensemagazine.com
P.S. Congrats Nadi Paranamana (Sri Lanka) – this month’s contest winner!
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Leveraging Policy and Procedure to Get the Most out of Cyber Defense
Technology
Why Policy and Procedure is Critical to Effective Technology Countermeasure Deployment

by J.R. Cunningham, Regional Director, Accuvant
Technology countermeasures have come a long way since the dawn of information technology
security. Just over a decade ago, IT security technology could be loosely categorized into
endpoint and network security. With these broad categories one would have covered the vast
majority of technology countermeasures available to mitigate risk. Fast-forward to the present:
even trying to categorize certain technologies into a broad “type” such as network security is
difficult, especially when we consider cutting-edge technologies centered on dealing with
advanced persistent threats. Times have changed.
The complexity of cyber technology countermeasures is further complicated by how those
technologies are deployed in an organization; and effective policy and procedure is an oftenoverlooked aspect of an effective cyber defense strategy. Mitigating risk with technology
requires a balanced, risk-centric approach which is codified by an effective security policy and
the appropriate procedures surrounding specific defenses.
One of my favorite examples of this concept is vulnerability management. A few years ago I was
deploying a cutting-edge vulnerability management system for a client. The client asked me if
we could exclude a block of IP addresses from being scanned by the vulnerability management
solution. “Sure,” I said. “What do you want to exclude?” The client’s reply startled me, “The
phone system. Every time we scan it for vulnerabilities, it crashes.” I asked the client, a midlevel IT security analyst, if he thought this represented a vulnerability. An attacker would
certainly not exclude the phone system from a reconnaissance gathering mission, and therefore
likely crash the phone system during a scan. “Of course, but our department gets a lot of
attention when we bring down the phone system, so let’s exclude it from being scanned.” To
me, as a cyber security professional, this represented a profound failure of policy and procedure
in the risk management process. In this instance, my client had all of the components necessary
for effective situational awareness regarding vulnerabilities, and yet had a phone system that
was vulnerable to the most basic pre-attack activity: a vulnerability scan.
I spent some time with this client and built an effective case to demonstrate to the CISO the real
and acute risk that could be effectively mitigated in a number of ways. Approaching the phone
system vendor for a software update was obviously the preferred approach, but several
technologies existed to help mitigate this specific risk. This particular client had an IPS system
in the network core, so creating a signature to block the specific attack that exploited the phone
system vulnerability was also an effective method for eliminating the vulnerability and allowing
the vulnerability management system to effectively do its job.
Once the CISO understood the risk of an attacker taking down the phone system with a simple
reconnaissance scan, she determined the appropriate approach was to create the
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recommended IPS signature while attempting to provide a fix from the phone system vendor. In
this example, technology wasn’t the issue: all of the tools necessary to identify and mitigate risk
were present—the failure (which created vulnerability) was in procedure. A coherent
explanation of the risks to the CISO was the only thing necessary to enable a risk-centric
decision.
Intrusion prevention is another common example of this phenomenon. So often my clients shut
off the medium level signatures on their IPS as well as protocol anomaly detection because their
custom applications trigger “false positives.” Often times, these “false positives” are actual
vulnerabilities or weaknesses in custom code which are ignored, not by policy, but by lack of
policy and procedure surrounding such risks. Again, in this instance, all of the technology exists
to mitigate risk, but often times we make “lack of policy” decisions at the technical level within an
organization and aren’t able to effectively communicate such risks in a business-centric view to
an appropriate risk decision maker such as the CISO or CIO.
The solution, albeit simple, takes dedication and commitment at all levels within an organization.
Before technologies are deployed, a basic policy and procedure framework should be
established as part of the requirements definition for a new cyber defense technology. In the
vulnerability management example, for instance, some basic policy and procedure items would
be: the scanning interval, how detailed the routine scans will be, how quickly vulnerabilities of a
particular severity will be patched, how discovered vulnerabilities are communicated within the
organization, and how patched vulnerabilities are verified.
Once a basic policy and procedure framework is in place and the technology deployed, further
procedure work is necessary to fine-tune how the organization adopts and manages the new
risk-mitigation technology. Just as we fine-tune technical countermeasures during their
lifecycle, we must also fine-tune our policy and procedures to ensure we are getting the
maximum possible situational awareness and risk mitigation from the technology.
Cyber defense is complex, and effective risk management is a complex relationship between
technology, process, and people. Effective policy and procedure is a critical component in
cyber defense and should be given its due attention in any cyber defense strategy.
About The Author
J.R. Cunningham is a regional director for Accuvant. He has performed security
consulting, architecture, and assessment work across the globe and across a wide
variety of industries including finance, insurance, healthcare, education, intelligence
community, Department of Defense, and civilian government sectors. J.R. has worked
with the world’s largest providers of security products and services in the delivery of
complex custom security solutions.
Prior to his work in security and risk, J.R. directed technology operations at CBS MarketWatch, one of the
world’s most visited websites.
J.R. can be reached
http://www.accuvant.com
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Simplifying and Ensuring Data Security across the WAN
by Keith Ross, Black Box
A number of forces drive the need for increased data security, including protecting corporate
information and trade secrets, government regulation, trade partner privacy agreements,
account information, and customer expectations. Security becomes even more of an issue as
more and more organizations use the Internet to send data to remote/branch offices.
The not-so-private MPLS WAN.
Many organizations use expensive, private WANs, such as T1, MPLS, or Metro Ethernet, for
three primary reasons: availability, security, and any-to-any connectivity.
Additionally, many organizations don’t encrypt their data over the WAN because it’s traveling on
a private data network. Although private networks provide more reliable connections than the
Internet and aren’t as public, they cannot be counted upon to be secure—they’re still vulnerable
to attack.
MPLS is a VPN that logically separates data with labels. Although the data traffic is kept
separate from other traffic, it can still be easily intercepted at any node. When vendors say
MPLS is private, what they mean is that the traffic is kept separate from other traffic, that they
have processes in place to prevent unauthorized data snooping, and that their employees
probably aren’t going to snoop either. In fact, your data probably won’t be stolen on an MPLS
network, but you have no way of being sure and no way to tell if your data has been breached.
The only way to ensure data security over an MPLS network is by encrypting data as it travels
across the WAN.
Many MPLS carriers have merged their private WANs and Internet backbones to reduce the
burden of maintaining two separate backbones.
There are two common methods for encrypting data across the Internet: IPsec tunnels and a
secure mesh network.
Going through tunnels.
One answer to securing WAN traffic is to set up IPsec VPN tunnels. These enable users on a
private MPLS network to send secure data across a public network, the Internet. This gives
users the functionality and security of a private network but with the speed and throughput of the
Internet. It also enables users to access their organization‘s intranet while traveling and it
connects remote offices to one network.
To secure these connections, IPsec VPNs need to be set up. IPsec VPN tunnels are fairly
simple to set up between two points. But as the number of remote sites multiplies, the number
of tunnels increases exponentially. A separate tunnel is needed between each pair of sites,
leading to administrative hassles every time a remote site is added. This can be very difficult to
set up and manage, especially as sites are added or removed. In addition, IPsec VPN tunnels
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don’t support dual carrier environment or Layer 4 network services. (See Layer 4 encryption
below.)
A better Web: Secure Mesh Internet (SMI).
A secure mesh Internet encryption solution is a newer technology that replaces private, site-tosite tunnels with any-to-any network connections over the Internet. It eliminates the need to
establish point-to-point tunnels between each pair of remote sites, freeing network
administrators for other tasks and improving network performance.
SMI is based on group encryption in which the encryption keys are centrally generated and
securely sent to the encryption appliances. This enables you to manage policy and key
distribution centrally instead of on a time-consuming, site-by-site basis, as is the case with
VPNs. SMI enables users to secure ”data in motion” in a way that is transparent to network
architectures and protocols. And, if users decide to migrate to the Internet from MLPS networks
using SMI, they won’t experience any service interruptions.
If you want to lower costs and increase throughput, consider an SMI solution. It will enable you
to quickly and easily set up a fully encrypted “mesh” that provides high-speed, secure, any-toany connectivity over any public (or private) network. You can switch from expensive, private
WAN links to inexpensive, public Internet connections with much greater bandwidth. Plus, you’ll
get a fully compliant solution that offers security via encryption and on-going authentication.

Layer 4 encryption.
In addition to Layer 2 Ethernet frame encryptions and Layer 3 IP packet encryption, an SMI
solution offers a Layer 4 payload-only encryption option. Layer 4 encryption offers many
advantages, including:

•

Ability to pass encrypted data through NAT devices. VPN tunnels, which encapsulate the
Layer 3 address, often don’t work with NAT.

•

Compatibility with policy-based routing and load balancing that require Layer 3
addresses to be intact.

•

Layer 4 encryption leaves Layer 3 headers intact, making it possible to troubleshoot a
network without turning off encryption.

•

Because headers are intact, data looks unencrypted, making it possible to use within
countries that restrict encrypted data.

The safe harbor clause and compliance.
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Nearly every regulation specifying data protection, including HIPAA, HITECH, and all state
privacy laws, say that encryption is a safe harbor. Safe harbor clauses specify circumstances in
which companies are exempt from notification requirements or other penalties if there’s a
breach. It is especially critical given that large-scale breaches (where 500 or more records are
compromised) require additional and very public notifications. In light of these risks, it makes
sense to take advantage of safe harbors.
The SMI solution enables you to replace expensive, private, site-to-site network connections
with low-cost, any-to-any network connections over the Internet. It will help you save money,
reduce management costs, increase bandwidth, and get better security.
The SMI solution can give you a positive ROI in as little as three months when bandwidth rates
remain the same before and after implementation. If you increase your bandwidth, as most
companies do, you will likely see a positive ROI within the first year. Of course, ROI can vary
and is dependent on the number of sites you have and the rates you pay for public and private
connections.
Traditional IPsec VPN requires a large
number of tunnels for any-any connectivity.

Secure Mesh Internet enables any-any
connectivity with no tunnels.

About The Author

Keith Ross is the Director of Product Management for networking products at
Black Box (www.blackbox.com), a leading supplier of IT infrastructure and
networking solutions.
For more information, including a free white paper titled Group Encryption:
The
key
to
protecting
data
in
motion,
please
visit

http://blackbox.com/go/EncrypTight
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Is encryption a magic bullet?
In the wake of the Snowden affair encryption is being hailed as the answer to ensuring data security.
Håkan Saxmo, CTO at Cryptzone, considers this view.
Mass surveillance is everyone's business, so it's only natural that Edward Snowden's disclosures on the
activities of the National Security Agency (NSA) and its international partners have brought
unprecedented public attention to concerns like cyber security.
Accordingly, some of the world's biggest consumer-facing organizations have been pushed to respond.
They've endeavored to send strong messages to the effect that keeping data from falling into the wrong
hands isn't something they take lightly.
Encryption takes center stage
These have followed a common pattern, with encryption - something the general public might know a little
about, but probably not enough to realize they encounter it in everyday activities like online shopping taking center stage.
Yahoo promised to encrypt users' emails, for example, while Microsoft announced a "comprehensive
engineering effort" was underway to scale up encryption in services like Outlook, Office 365 and
SkyDrive. Google chairman Eric Schmidt's response to the NSA scandal came along similar lines: "The
solution to government surveillance is to encrypt everything," he said.
Developments like these mean some commentators are already calling 2014 'the year of encryption'. But
as the likes of Yahoo and Microsoft shovel resources into making their cloud services more resilient,
should the enterprise change the way it approaches encryption in on-premise IT infrastructure?
At first glance, implementing a far-reaching, comprehensive encryption solution to your organization's
network doesn't seem like it comes with many downsides. Not only will it protect your data from attackers
and disgruntled - or careless - insiders, it's also one of the boxes you'll need to tick if an auditor for PCIDSS or the Sarbanes-Oxley Act comes calling. Similarly exemptions from breach notification
requirements apply when electronic Personal Health Information (PHI) has been encrypted, as specified
in HIPAA Security Rule.
Encryption is easier than ever
Modern machines don't struggle to supply the computing power required to encrypt and decrypt data, and
there are software packages on the market that make the whole process more user-friendly than it's ever
been before. It's now possible to give particular users access to one file or resource, while stopping other
users from doing the same, without labouring over key management - your solution should be able to
automate this for you. However, there are still some complications you need to be aware of, as well as
hidden pitfalls to steer away from, when putting encryption in place - even if you've invested in the best
software money can buy.
Encryption is important, but it's not a magic bullet. If your solution isn't diligently maintained, it can
backfire and cost you more resources to fix. Equally, if you're hoping encryption can plug the gaps in a
working culture that isn't savvy to the risk of data loss, you might encounter problems down the line as
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employees find ways to undermine your efforts. So, here are some of the things you need to consider
before implementing an enterprise encryption solution:
Access controls need to be robust and flexible
Even if you have a great system to automate key management, it's possible to set up your access
controls badly. If you rely on your IT department to manually set up permissions, you're adding power
users to your network - a regulatory problem as well as a security one. Simultaneously, you're taking
accountability away from the employees who actually own and use those resources.
Encryption should not be intrusive
While advances in computing power mean encryption now has a negligible overhead in terms of
processing, it can still have a significant impact on usability. Workers might flinch at the thought of
installing a local client to decrypt data, especially on personal devices like smartphones, so choose your
solution wisely. Furthermore, employees often respond to overbearing security by finding novel ways to
work unsafely - a phenomenon known as shadow IT - like using their own software or personal cloud
storage.
Minimize Maintenance & Support
In the same way installing software on employees' personal represents a burden for your IT department.
The chances are your workers want to be able to consume information anywhere, on any machine. Will
your encryption solution support this aligned with your corporate security and compliance policies?
Similarly, consider the effort and cost associated with migrating systems, or adding encryption to legacy
environments. Such action may affect interoperability between critical applications and data, resulting in
business interruption and support issues if not properly planned.
In summary, factors like these make it extremely important for the enterprise to carry out a risk
assessment before encrypting their content, as well as considering factors like employee resistance and
legacy infrastructure. In many scenarios, an end-to-end encryption solution that encrypts everything, as
proposed by Eric Schmidt won't be applicable - it's more important to identify what data really needs to be
secure and consider the impact of how you safeguard it.

About The Author

Håkan Saxmo, Chief Technical Officer, Cryptzone
Håkan Saxmo has 20 years' experience in senior technical roles for development,
manufacturing and support within internationally renowned companies, including
Jeppesen (a Boeing company), Intermec International, AST and Tandy. For the last 15
years he has held senior leadership roles in Sweden and UK, where he has been
responsible for strategic development and quality programs. Håkan has a Masters in
Science Electrical Engineering from The Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm,
Sweden. Håkan now leads the design and development teams at Cryptzone, creating
solutions that enable organizations to securely connect, collaborate and comply within
the digital workplace, thereby improving document security, access control and compliance auditing
capabilities. www.cryptzone.com
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Top Cloud Computing Security Trends in 2014
by Jim DeMerlis
Target. Adobe. Skype. The Federal Reserve Board. The Department of Homeland
Security. These were among the dozens of high-profile victims of cyber attacks in 2013.
The New Year will bring even more data breach disclosures as savvy cyber crooks with
sophisticated technology and billions of dollars to gain try fresh approaches to furrow
into IT defenses and snatch critically important data.
To help stave off intruders, companies and institutions will employ tighter cyber
standards, such as the PCI DSS 3.0 standard release requiring compliance in 2015, to
try to protect against them and protect the integrity of their data on the legal, social and
policy fronts. While helpful in many ways, cloud computing poses fresh threats to
businesses and organizations that already worry about security and protection as they
move more of their IT data to the cloud.
As a result, IT executives should accelerate their emphasis on authenticating and
encrypting ID within the cloud. Encryption of data transfers and storage will be enforced
more heavily and companies will demand that cloud providers adopt best encryption
practices.
The Cloud’s Importance
Unquestionably, the cloud has transformed how data is accessed and shared. In the
process, it has elevated mobile and wireless technology to critical business workhorses,
giving users the ability to share sensitive information online thru Office 365 and other
applications.
As cloud adoption continues to grow, data security in the cloud has become so
increasingly critical that we can expect the need for secure vital information anywhere,
anyhow, anytime. In addition, most businesses deploy a hybrid cloud model including
the use of private cloud, community cloud and public clouds. Businesses recognize the
need for managed services in support of this hybrid cloud environment.
Here are several cloud-computing security trends expected to gain traction in 2014:
Cloud data-security applications will proliferate.
Cloud-computing users will want to know more about where their data lives and who
can access it, especially as it relates to mobile security. This will be true especially since
securing cloud environments differs from securing traditional physical environments.
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Users also will seek services that provide stronger security and integrity. They
recognize that virtualization and a growing number of entry points through the so-called
Internet of Everything can trigger security problems.
Everyday business systems will integrate faster with social and collaboration capabilities
via the cloud.
These systems will involve management transactions such as HR and enterprise
resource management. As a result, bridging technologies, which usually are cloudbased, will need to be secure.
Enhanced compliance rules and regulations globally will offer opportunities to cloudhosting providers.
They can promote their services to help businesses meet the compliance requirements,
which relate to e-commerce as well as such specialty areas as health care and
financial-services. Indeed:


Expect providers to furnish professional services’ capabilities around IT
compliance and audits.



Anticipate providers offering services to help companies remediate any problems
that emerge.



Look for security bundles from service providers that provide key compliance
related services.



Envisage cloud providers and advisory services to offer counsel on global privacy
and compliance laws and regulations. More companies will promote their
capabilities about privacy, data storage, backup and security internationally.
More also will seek to handle U.S. companies’ work abroad.

Movement should occur toward the private cloud and away from the public cloud.
Users are expected to decide that their security concerns dictate using their own private
cloud more extensively. This reflects the growing multitude and proliferation of devices,
which raise the specter of greater vulnerability to cyber attacks.
Managed mobility will catch on.
Especially management and security of employee-owned mobile devices. This will
reflect growing concerns over endpoint security when accessing corporate data. It also
will involve software agents advising and helping to manage and monitor information
that goes on devices and from a remote-management perspective.
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It will lead to the development and employment of very strict and well-defined access
policies to data. It also will offer cloud providers the opportunity to offer managed
services that help users protect, mitigate, and resolve cyber attacks that affect their
websites and e-commerce sites.
Further, managed mobility will let cloud providers furnish advanced security analytics to
help users – big and smaller – understand their data-security situations better.
System tiering of data applications for security purposes will grow in importance.
Among other possibilities, this tiering will involve organizing, categorizing and classifying
apps in three broad categories: most mission-critical, a bit less critical, and where the
user can be without certain apps for several days without their recovery.
This helps companies develop business continuity strategies, and it also helps them
manage their costs and establish workload priorities.
Cloud Security will be Key Issue in 2014
It’s obvious that data security in the cloud will gain much more attention in 2014 and
beyond as no waning of attempted and successful data breaches is expected for the
foreseeable future.
This will prompt more security consulting as companies seek the best advice on what
protective mechanisms to install and to employ. In addition, chief information officers,
chief technology officers and chief information security officers will grow in stature and
importance within their companies and organizations as senior management and
boards of directors become more interested in IT security.
2014 promises to be a very active year on the cloud-computing security front.
About The Author

Jim DeMerlis is vice president, Managed Services Product Management,
for SunGard Availability Services.
To learn more about Jim, visit him online at:
http://www.sungardas.com/Pages/default.aspx
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Application Identification: A Buy Decision
By Shawn Sweeney, Director Product Management and Marketing, Procera Networks
I had the good fortune to spend a few years with one of the big network security vendors. At the
time, we were extremely focused on blocking traffic based on port numbers when a new
emerging set of protocols came to the fore. These “new age” protocols used a complicated set
of misdirection and evasion techniques that kept our security experts hopping. Every day, there
was a new protocol or variant that broke all the previous rules and assumptions about how to
detect them.
Toil as we did, it was tough to get ahead of this dynamic. Engineers focused on this kind of work
become easy recruiting targets for competitors and about the time someone had reached a
senior level, they were plucked out of the company. Since getting a feel for something like
Skype, as an example, was more a journey than destination, turnover was particularly
debilitating. So, maintaining the edge in application identification was challenging given all the
other things we had to contend with beyond this narrow discipline.
Of course, as any good engineer will tell you, with unlimited time and resources, a perfect
solution can be found for any problem. Sadly, these conditions are rarely evident in the
appropriate measures given the pressures of an installed base clamoring for a fix to some
change or wrinkle.
Making matters worse was the threat of dreaded false positives that might cause us to block
perfectly good traffic in an effort to manage those we were looking for. Many of these demanded
some kind of configuration that allowed the user to decide whether to implement “more
aggressive” techniques. No longer were we going to take the fall on our own, we would have a
partner in any false positives. The user would make the ultimate decision based on their taste
(or not) for potentially breaking things they wanted to work. Not every customer and prospect
saw this complexity as a good thing as they would have preferred that we figure it out for them.
Eventually, the battle became too much for us and we turned to out-sourcing this important
activity. Our Intellectual Property, we reasoned was in the holistic view of the network and not
necessarily the application traffic itself. So, we dug a deeper moat closer to the problem and
declared victory.
More network security vendors are making this choice today than ever before. With each aspect
of security becoming so specialized, it is the prudent thing to do. This allows vendors to focus
on the core problems they are trying to solve and implement application identification as a dropin from a company that does that for a living. Depending on how you count, this saves minimally
30 man years of effort and maximally double that.
Hiring the experts has its advantages beyond just cutting time to market and saving money.
Developing detection algorithms is tricky business and not for the faint of heart. The advent of
anonymizers has made application identification particularly difficult. Since monitoring these
protocols is important to most security platforms, it is important to make sure any contemplated
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solution has demonstrated competence in this area. While some of these are locally popular, it
is possible that an application identification vendor may not support all those needed, but they
should certainly have cracked some of the more popularly used ones.
As for additional application coverage, ensure that commonly used enterprise frameworks are
supported and demonstrable. Many of these services and applications use encryption making
their identification challenging. A classification engine worthy of selection can provide the level
of detail required. While encryption is certainly a challenge in these cases, it is not a showstopper to good detection techniques. Some data may remain obscured, but the generic
identification should be solid.
In summary, Application Identification is foundational to many security applications and products
in today’s networks. Building this functionality natively pulls much needed focus from core
activities. Creating and maintaining sustainable detection techniques is something better left to
the experts and there are competent options in the market today. In closing, savings of 30 or
more man-years and approximately two million dollars provide additional incentive for this
approach should further justification be needed.
About The Author

Shawn Sweeney
Director Product Management and Marketing, Procera Networks
Shawn Sweeney is a veteran of the network communications business with nearly
30 years of experience in a variety of capacities in development, sales and
marketing. He has worked for some of the premier brands in the industry and has
been a key contributor in 5 startup ventures.
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Cyber Security and the Law
Cyber security is a rather hot topic lately. MI5 has got in on the act as well as some of the other
heavy hitters in the government. There has been a counter-espionage programme that involves
cyber security since 1989 called the Security Service Act of 1989. This act is for the protection
against such threats as terrorism, espionage and sabotage posed by persons and organisations
that are outside of the British Isles.
MI5
The work that MI5 does with regards to cyber security falls under this Act under both economic
well-being and national security. The national security of the UK benefits from MI5 working to
protect organisations in the UK as well as the public from cyber-attacks that can be damaging to
both national security and the economy.
If there are any hostile hackers found in the UK there are many different statutes that can be
utilised in the prosecution. These include:
•

The Criminal Law Act 1977 which has been used to successfully prosecute offenders
who conspire to use computers in unlawful fashions.

•

The Computer Misuse Act 1990 which was primarily introduced in order to handle such
computer related offences as gaining illegal access to networks.

•

That particular law was then updated with the Police and Justice Act 2006. With the
update it now covers offenders who may decide to carry out attacks such as denial of
service. There is a 10 year prison sentence included for this one.

While the Crown Prosecution Service and the police handle these domestic threats, they
collaborate with the MI5 to make sure that any and all threats are eradicated.

OCSIA
Supported by the Rt. Hon Francis Maude MP, the minister for the Cabinet Office as well as the
National Security Council, the Office of Cyber Security & Information Assurance determines
what the priorities are in terms of cyberspace security. The unit gives strategic direction as well
as coordinates the programme of cyber security for the government all while beefing up both
information assurance and cyber security in the UK.
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Some of the agencies and lead government departments that work with OSCIA head James
Quinalt and the Cyber Security Operations Centre are:
•

Ministry of Defence

•

Home Office

•

Communications-Electronics Security Department

•

Government Communications Headquarters

•

Centre for the Protection of National Infrastructure

•

Department for Business, Innovation & Skills

•

Foreign & Commonwealth Office

•

What the OSCIA does is to implement various agendas such as:

•

Providing support for training, awareness and education

•

Providing strategic direction on information assurance and cyber security (including electronic
crime) for the UK

•

Ensuring that all of the operational architecture, information and even cyber security technical
capabilities in the UK are maintained and improved upon

•

Working with partners in the private sector on such issues as promoting best practice and
information exchanges

•

Engaging with partners on an international level to improve information security and the security
of cyberspace in general

•

Working with the OGCIO (Office of the Government Chief Information Office) in an effort to
ensure the security and resilience of such government ICT infrastructures as G-cloud and the
PSN (Public Sector Network).

With all of that in place cyber-crimes should be seeing a decrease but as soon as the laws and
technology are in place the cyber criminals have already found the next latest and greatest
ways to sidestep them. Catching cyber criminals is not an easy thing and as soon as 2014 there
will be a new strategy released that hopefully will get us one step closer to some semblance of
safety.
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Security Challenges in Industrial Control Systems
Milica Djekic, an Online Marketing Coordinator at Dejan SEO and the Editor-in-Chief at
Australian Science Magazine
Modern industrial systems and factories as well as electrical power systems are strategically
important locations for every country or region in the world. These systems are primarily based
on emerging technologies which are related to novel control systems. The entire industry
system is very complex, but generally it has its weaknesses which could be a target of a
potential attacks or sabotage. In this article we present an organization of the entire factory and
the concerning points in such a system.
Introduction
The majority of today's factories covers tasks with diverse information requirements. In order to
integrate each task and meet the needs related to message communications, a factory
automation networking is usually organized as a three-layer architecture:
(1) Device-connection layer: The purpose of the networks in the device-connection layer is
to decrease the amount of wiring between controllers and devices, such as actuators
and sensors. The typically implemented networks contain controller area network (CAN),
DeviceNet and Fieldbus.
(2) Equipment-control layer: The networks in the equipment-control layer serve as
communications among controllers and equipment. Messages in this layer are
commonly requested to be sent and received in deterministic time. Its role is to link a
resource computer and the NETwork (ARCNET), ControlNet, and Serial Real-time
Communications System (SERCOS).
(3) Information-management layer: The networks in the information-management layer
are able to assure various services like manufacturing execution system (MES), shop
floor control (SFC), manufacturing information system (MIS), database access,
production information management, file transfer and so on. These networks are
supposed to connect with Internet and can exchange a vast amount of information in
irregular periods. The message-delivery time is not critical in this layer. Although
Ethernet as the primary component of the Internet has been used in office and
enterprise networks, the information management layer normally includes Ethernet.

Critical Points in a Factory System
At the next stage of this review, if we observe a factory as a set of control systems which are
connected to each other, we can notice that the greatest weaknesses in such systems which
can be exposed to attacks and threats are its computing units and communications lines. In
case of an industrial system or a factory, control systems which are frequently used are
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems, Distributed Control Systems
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(DCS) and Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC). On the other hand, industrial
communications lines are usually based on TCP/IP protocols. In the further text, we provide a
brief analysis of industrial control systems and their communications lines.
An Overview of Industrial Control Systems
Industrial control system (ICS) is a global term that covers several types of control systems such
as Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems, Distributed Control Systems
(DCS), and configurations like Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC). ICS are normally used
in industries such as electrical, water, oil and natural gas, chemical, transportation,
pharmaceutical, pulp and paper, food and beverage, and discrete manufacturing. These control
systems are critical to the operation of critical infrastructures. The high percentage of critical
infrastructures are privately owned and operated. Actual implementations of ICS may be
hybrids that blur the line between DCS and SCADA systems by incorporating attributes of both.
-

SCADA systems are highly distributed systems used to control geographically
dispersed assets, usually scattered over thousands of square kilometers, where
centralized data acquisition and control are crutial to system operation. These systems
are applied in distribution systems such as water distribution and wastewater collection
systems, oil and natural gas pipelines, electrical power grids, and railway transportation
systems. A SCADA control center plays role of centralized monitoring and control for
field sites over long-distance communications networks which include monitoring alarms
and processing status data. Automated or operator-driven supervisory commands from
remote stations can be sent to remote station control devices, which are well-known as
field devices. Field devices control local operations, collecting data from sensor systems
and monitoring the local environment for alarm conditions.

-

DCS are used to control industrial processes such as electric power generation, oil
refineries, water and wastewater treatment, and chemical, food, and automotive
production. DCS architecture consists of a supervisory level of control overseeing
multiple. They are integrated sub-systems which purpose is to control the details of a
localized process. The entire control is usually achieved by deploying feed back or feed
forward control loops. The desired product and/or process tolerance around a specified
set point can be accomplished using specific PLCs in the field and proportional, integral,
and/or derivative settings.

-

PLCs are computer-based controllers that control industrial equipment and processes.
PLCs are control system components used throughout SCADA and DCS systems. They
are often used to provide operational control of discrete processes such as automobile
assembly lines and power plant soot blower controls. PLCs are widely applied in almost
all industrial processes.

Introduction to TCP/IP Protocols
Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) was a network architecture developed
by United States Department of Defense for its research network - ARPANET at the mid-1970s.
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Firstly, ARPANET connected hundreds of universities and institutes in the United States by
using leased telephone lines. As satellite communications and radio technology were
developing , these technologies were also applied to ARPANET network.
The United States Department of Defense came up with a new network architecture. This
network was used for the seamless connection of these different communication networks.
Later, it got a name TCP/IP model. TCP/IP is a sort of open protocol which means it enables
people to fully enjoy the world sharing. Because of the openness of TCP/IP protocol, there are a
lot of potential security risks related to application of this configuration. The main drawback is
that designers did not take security into original consideration when they were developing the
framework of TCP/IP protocols. Also, they also did not count on the future large-scale
application of TCP/IP protocols.
The issues regarding this network architecture include the poor scalability and insufficient
addressing space. Also, the routing table is expanding. The network is not controllable,
manageable, nor accountable. The network has no perception and measurement capabilities
and the quality of service can’t be guaranteed. Some studies indicate that the current Internet
condition is very vulnerable. Cyber attacks in nowadays have made a dramatic impact on
enterprise’s operation and human’s personal life. For that reasons, many countries have already
begun the research for the next generation Internet.

Conclusion
As an application of automation systems arises, there are more and more open questions which
can concern today's engineers and scientist. At this moment, the most critical points in modern
factory systems are their computing units and their communications lines. In general, hackers
can break easily into industrial communications lines as they can access an ordinary PC
connected to the Internet. The reason for that is the same technology has been used for the
Internet as well as for industrial communications lines. In addition, industrial control systems
also have their weaknesses and the future strategies and countermeasures should be
developed in order to prevent such systems from possible cyber attacks.
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Current State of Trusted Identity Management Solutions
IdM Solutions and Services Using Biometrics and Smart Cards
by Amarish Pathak, CIO at American Armed Forces Mutual Aid Association (AAFMAA)
Identity Management (IdM) solutions and services using biometrics and smart cards today have
become increasingly important to many government, private, legal and business transactions in
the US and globally. User acceptance and adoption of biometrics and smart cards has become
the predominant driver of widespread use and advancement. In the financial sector alone,
organizations are looking for ways to verify their customer identities before opening new
accounts or authorizing new policies in order to reduce the increasing amount of fraud. The
state-of-the-art IdM offering provides both smart card issuing and identity management solutions
using biometrics to financial services providers, and to businesses and governments to ensure
secure access to any type of confidential asset, anytime, anywhere.
Introduction
Previously, these IdM solutions and services were confined to the web services domain. With
the advent of smartphones and tablets, this has changed allowing user centricity and network
operation using these solutions and services through mobile devices as additional
interdependent domains with IdM at the core. Each year, mobile devices become equipped with
more and more functionality relevant to IdM. Mobile digital identities imply portable identities,
often involving device and user mobility, meaning that services can be accessed with a device
such as a smartphone while moving as well as that service can be used independently from
device and location. In this model, mobile authentication is based on either the Subscriber
Identity Module (SIM), Public-key Infrastructure (PKI), or the One-Time Password (OTP).
The new view of user centricity with mobile offers a different perspective for the IdM solutions
and services using biometrics and smart cards: identity becomes central for legal, business and
network development trends. These IdM solutions now have a trusted, cross-layer identity
framework with specific emphasis on networks and services using identity with biometrics and
smart cards also as key enabler for convergence.
The uniqueness about the trusted IdM solutions and services using biometrics and smart cards
is the use of strong authentication. In absence of authentication, a digital identity cannot be
meaningful. Authentication involves knowledge, possession (such as tokens, smart cards) and
biometrics. Today, identity management solutions and services and strong authentication have
converged. Now IdM solutions and services provide a trusted infrastructure for user access,
signing, and verification of users and transactions, through strong authentication using
biometrics and smart cards. In the US alone, more than 50 school districts and 160 hospital
systems in 15 states are using IdM solutions using biometrics to verify identities.
Authentication
These IdM solutions support different types of strong authentication including: identification
(who are you?) and verification (are you who you say you are?). In order to establish the identity
of an unknown, these IdM solutions and services perform identification using “1-to-many”
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matching meaning a user’s identifying information is searched within a collection of identifying
information of many users’ identification information. In order to verify a claimed identity, a user
must be an active participant in the process. Verification is performed using “1-to-1” matching
where a user’s authenticating information is compared to another in order to determine whether
the two match. This is the type of matching that occurs, for instance, when biometrics (such as
fingerprints) are used in conjunction with the smart card. The user swipes a card, which signals
the biometric reader who the user is supposed to be. Then user then proves his / her identity by
providing a fingerprint on the scanning device. This type of matching is very fast and accurate,
and has been in use for some time.
Here is a typical scenario:
1. Capture. All the relevant information is collected from a user in the preferred format
through different devices. The information is then stored in the IdM and validated in
an electronic format if required.
2. Authentication. In this step, either identification and/or verification is performed
against an existing database to confirm the identity.
3. Issuance. In this step, the verified information is taken and a credential (smart card)
is issued.
4. Maintenance. This is the operational phase where an IdM solutions and services
vendor supplies and supports the need to issue any type of credential (such as smart
cards), as well as provide the equipment to scan biometrics to verify identities as part
of its operational processes.
Features
In many instances the IdM solutions and solutions are secure services that are web based and
in some cases mobile enabled including software and hardware for the installation of a complete
and highly secured card issuing system. The IdM solutions and services integrate modular
database card systems, ID and smart card issuing software that covers a wide range of needs
(credit cards, access security, and card database). IdM solutions also provide card printing
design, integration capability, connecting with peripheral devices, data enrollment and
personalization, biometrics especially fingerprint, facial, IRIS verification, and electronic
identification, and 1D/2D barcode reading and writing, contact/contactless chip encoding and
decoding, user management control, and reporting tools. Though the number of biometric
options have increased, fingerprints have proven reliable and more cost efficient today than they
were in the past.
IdM solutions and services include: biographic data collection, appointment scheduling and
payment processing, criminal history background checks (local and national) and employment
verification checks. In addition, there are extensive data management services and the creation
and activation of physical and logical access devices including PIV cards, PIV-I cards and other
smart cards and secure data storage.
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Challenges
In the past, the need for IdM solutions and services using biometrics and smart cards was
largely for physical access control however now there is more of a focus on the logical side of
the market. Many federal agencies who meet HSPD-12's requirements for physical and logical
access to their buildings and computer systems, have had adequate challenges in incorporating
biometric capabilities into their infrastructures. The Department of Homeland Security recently
established an effort to converge biometrics with its existing smart card identification system.
Other government efforts have not been very successful in these efforts but with the
advancement of sensors and computing capability to digitally represent and process biometrics,
there is greater potential now for success.
Interoperability with existing systems and compatibility with different scanning hardware has
previously been a challenge with most IdM solutions and services. Only recently have these
solutions established frameworks enabling users and enterprises to integrate identity, profile,
and relationship information across multiple systems. This has been made possible by modular
open standards architectures and designs that are now incorporating international standards
such as ANSI/INCITS, ISO/IEC, and ICAO, which are focused on the privacy issue of
information.
Conclusion
Today’s IdM solutions and services using biometrics and services that have open and standards
based architectures provide the greatest flexibility for seamless yet secure transactions using
biometric and smart card technology.
Transactions can now be made more secure and convenient on an individual level, as well as
for society at large. Through continuous education, standards implementation and good policy
security using biometrics and smart cards and convenience can be maintained, as IdM
technology advances.
Consumer acceptance and adoption will continue to become the predominant driver of
widespread use and advancement of biometrics and smart cards.
End of article.
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How to Get Cyber Safe?
Milica Djekic, Online Marketing Coordinator at Dejan SEO
As computer and communication technology development and progress go rapidly, the special
attention should be paid to security issues. Requirements related to information security within
some organization have been significantly changed during the past few decades. Before the
popularity of computing devices has increased, data vital for some organization were protected
physically. With the introduction of computers, the need for new and automatic tools for
information protection has appeared.
Introduction
Before we start explaining how to get cyber protected, we should define basic terms and
concepts. First of all, we should clarify what security is. By definition, security is a process of
maintaining an acceptable level of risk. In other words, it is a process, not the final state or
product. In cyber terms, we can say that security covers all the processes and mechanisms by
which computer-based equipment, information and services are protected from unauthorized
access, change or destruction, as well as unplanned events and natural disasters. Finally, we
come to the question: “How to get cyber safe?” Well, there is no one universal answer to that
question. In principle, there is a set of measures and method that should be applied in order to
maintain security. Generally, the best practice in cyber security recommends the following
defense-oriented measures: (1) Creating Demilitarized Zone Creating, (2) Software Testing, (3)
Enterprise Data Protection, (4) Blocking Transmission Control Protocol, (5) Using Passwords,
(6) Patching Software, (7) Information Protection Policy. Listed measures are explained in the
further text.
1.

Creating Demilitarized Zone
In cyber security, a Demilitarized Zone (DMZ) is a physical or logical sub-network that contains and
exposes an external-facing services to a larger and untrusted network. The purpose of a DMZ is to
add a layer of security to local area network (LAN). A DMZ configuration provides security from
external attacks, but it typically has no effect on internal attacks. It is also a good practice to
configure separate Classified Militarized Zone (CMZ) which is a highly monitored militarized zone
comprising mostly of web servers that are not in the DMZ but contain sensitive information about
accessing servers within LAN. Creating this zone enables a great cyber security.

2.

Software Testing
Software testing is an important component of software quality assurance which implies that many
software organizations are spending up to 40% of their resources on testing. For life-critical
software testing can be highly expensive. It is a component of software quality control (SQC). SQC
means control the quality of software engineering products, which is conducted using tests of the
software system. These tests can be: (1) unit tests (check each coded module for the presence of
bugs), (2) integration tests (interconnect sets of previously tested modules to ensure that the sets
behave as well as they did as independently tested modules), or (3) system tests (check that the
entire software system embedded in its actual hardware environment behaves according to the
requirements).

3.

Enterprise Data Protection
Data is practically everywhere. Corporate data, partner data, customer data, and employee data
increase exponentially every day. Data has spread out of data centers, databases, remote file
servers, and so on to new and more vulnerable locations such as laptops and removable storage
devices. Data must be controlled and protected to maintain the privacy, confidentiality and
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intellectual property. Any piece left unprotected could lead to a significant data security breach.
Protecting business data requires an adaptive, built-in method of data security. IT sector has
evolved a new approach known as Enterprise Data Protection (EDP). EDP is an always-on, datastate-independent approach to maintaining data security. It embeds data protection with the actual
data and works to identify data at risk.
4.

Blocking Transmission Control Protocol
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and Internet Protocol (IP) are two of the best known members
of the Internet protocol suite. The Internet protocol suite provides the protocols that enable all of the
networks of the web to communicate. Every computer on the Internet supports TCP/IP. The
protocols in the TCP/IP suite are layered protocols. Layered protocol suites separate duties
between individual protocols in the group. IP is the heart of the Internet protocol suite. IP addresses
are globally unique. It is a 32-bit numbers assigned by the Network Information Center. Internet
routers use these IP addresses to deliver IP packets to their destination. TCP is a connectionoriented transport protocol that sends data as an unstructured stream of bytes. Blocking TCP
provides a good cyber protection.

5.

Using Passwords
Passwords are the most common way to prove an identity when using websites, email accounts
and a computer itself. The use of strong passwords is essential in order to protect user's security
and identity. The best security in the world is useless if a malicious person has a legitimate user
name and password. On secure sites they may also be used. In some cases a user will also be
asked to enter only certain characters of the password, for extra security.

6.

Patching Software
In computing, a patch is a piece of software designed to fix problems or update a computer
program or its supporting data. This includes fixing security vulnerabilities and other bugs, and
improving the usability or performance. Poorly designed patches can sometimes introduce new
problems. In some special cases updates may break the functionality. This routine is crucially
important for reliable cyber security.

7.

Information Protection Policy
Information is a major asset in cyber system that should be protected. Protecting information is not
simply limited to covering the stocks of information that the system maintains. It also addresses the
people that use them, the processes they follow and the physical computer equipment used to
access them. This Information Protection Policy addresses all these areas to ensure that high
confidentiality, quality and availability standards of information are maintained. If all these
requirements are not fulfilled, cyber system will not obtain its security.

Conclusion
In total, this article provides some examples and recommendations regarding the best practice
in cyber security. Only if all segment of security are fulfilled, computer system and computer
network can be assumed as cyber safe. Moreover, there is no absolute security or protection.
There is only a process of maintaining an acceptable level of risk.
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Six Perils of BYOD Data Security Exploitation
by Vinod Mohan, SolarWinds
Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) is not a new story in today’s IT world, and all organizations—
across all sectors and geographies—are feeling its effects, ranging from severe financial and
reputational losses to smaller incidents of security breaches and policy violations. However, this
doesn’t make BYOD an insurmountable threat, and there is no need to block all employeeowned devices from corporate networks. On the contrary, these harsh regulations would rob
companies of all the benefits and flexibility that BYOD brings to the business, such as improved
employee productivity and satisfaction, on-the-fly data access, and cost savings.
However, BYOD is getting more difficult to manage due to both the increasing number of
employees favoring it and the induction of newer types of devices supporting the technology. By
now it’s clear there is no stopping BYOD, so the only possible solution is to deal with it. But
dealing with BYOD poses a great challenge for the IT security teams at organizations as they
have to assess the various threats associated with it while also implementing proper security
measures and policies to prevent security lapses and mishaps. To help IT pros understand this
new threat landscape, outlined below are six critical, attention-seeking data security risks posed
by BYOD.
1. Dicey Network Access
One of the foremost challenges associated with BYOD is controlling network access on employee
devices. Most organizations have a Wi-Fi password that employees are aware of, and this allows
employees to gain direct access. An employee can just connect his personal laptop, tablet or smart
phone to the corporate network and download malware from the internet on his personal device.
However, if the device is not equipped with the required level of malware protection, it can be
potentially dangerous to network security. Also, if the Wi-Fi password is exposed or leaked, any
unauthorized outsider crossing over the organization’s Wi-Fi space can gain immediate network
access and pose security risks.
2. Plain Sailing with Data Theft
Once company data is on an employee’s handheld device, it can just walk out of the door unnoticed.
Once it’s outside the company premises, it’s not within reach of the IT security teams and can be
leaked or stolen anytime and anywhere by gaining direct access to the device, or by exploiting any
end-point application vulnerability or encryption channels.
Additionally, almost all handheld devices are also mass storage devices that allow connectivity to
enterprise servers and workstations via USB cables. For IT pros who monitor all device connections
on the network to detect data mobility and backup, this introduction of mass amounts of data via
BYOD poses a major challenge.
3. Gateway for Rogue Devices
As employee devices are not equipped with enterprise-level IT security measures, it’s highly likely
that they can be easily compromised by cyber criminals. When introduced on the network a rogue
device, in the guise of a legitimate employee-owned device, can wreak major network havoc and
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security breaches. An unprotected personal laptop can be hazardous to the health of the entire
network. The user and device may unknowingly fall prey to hacking and phishing attempts, cause
data loss and even jeopardize network security.
4. Insecure Data Transfer
Secure file transfer server is a common norm in most organizations, and it requires companies to
enforce a certain level of encryption and access permission for transferring data over the corporate
network. But, with BYOD giving way to so many personal devices, it’s possible that employees may
resort to using consumer-grade file transfer protocol and tools to share and transfer data between
enterprise systems and handheld devices, which in turn puts data at high risk of infiltration and theft.
5. BYOD Policy Not Up to Snuff
It’s nothing less than a herculean task to impose IT security policies and guidelines for monitoring and
securing employee devices both on and off the network facility—especially given the diversity of types
of devices, their multitudinous settings, software compatibility and usage. With the expansion of more
personal devices on the network, it becomes increasingly complex to detect and blacklist potentially
harmful devices.
Devising a BYOD policy is possible to a certain extent when the device usage is monitored and users
are granted access permissions on a case-by-case basis. However, this type of protection will fail
should a new device be introduced into the network by an employee or a visitor, or in the event of an
upgrade or change of settings on the device. These instances would affect the policy at hand and
require it to be revisited and likely revised. In reality, creating and instituting strong and foolproof
BYOD policy is more of an evolutionary process, and there’s just no immediate solution for it.
6. Network Management Mayhem
BYOD can turn into a network management nightmare when there are a myriad of devices
connecting in and out of the network. Now, there are more IP-enabled devices to monitor,
allow/deny, more IP addresses to manage, more IP conflicts to resolve, and more end-points to
monitor network bandwidth usage. It is certainly possible to keep BYOD management under control
when you have the right network tools and security solutions in place such as security information
and event management.

Though it may appear otherwise, the viewpoints expressed above are not discussed to present
an unconvincing outlook on BYOD. BYOD is here to stay, and we just cannot shut it out. By
assessing and understanding the security risks associated with BYOD, IT professionals can be
more prepared and equipped to face challenges and security setbacks along the way. Do not
restrain BYOD, just be ready to gear up, keep the reins tight, and play safe.
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The U.S. is in a cyber-arms race
…that only politicians can get us out of…
I recently wrote an article for the upcoming print edition of Cyber Defense Magazine’s annual
RSA issue titled Proactive Homeland Cyber-Security? It’s going to take a ‘cyber-9/11’ terrorist
attack for the U.S. to get really serious about cyber threat. The article provides a candid
assessment that U.S. Government and Industry aren’t prioritizing cyber threat for various
reasons, the main one being it is just not that important yet. I posit further in the article that it is
going to take a “cyber 9/11” for this country to get really serious about cyber threat
management. That article however, is a topic for later discussion.
Before sending the “cyber-9/11” article on to the editor’s desk, I passed it on to an InfoSec
colleague for feedback. This colleague is a well-respected mobile risk management consultant
in the cyber threat management space who engages frequently with both government and
industry clients. Upon seeing my comment in the article that China is amassing an army of
cyber-terrorists (that by now numbers more than 2,000 strong), he replied with the following
food for thought: “Is this in response to the U.S. Government’s militarization of the Internet?”
We have all heard by now the stories about NSA tactics to keep our borders safe? We have
heard Snowden’s side of the story. But what we haven’t heard about are the electronic
surveillance tactics the U.S. Government uses against foreign governments, albeit friend or foe.
This InfoSec colleague estimates that the U.S. Government allocates much more budget than
China does to the militarization of the Internet. One could argue that China’s army of cyberterrorists is a response to growing U.S. online covert activity against foreign governments. It is
hard to determine which came first, but it is clear that we know little of the type and magnitude
of the snooping U.S. Intelligence imparts on other governments.
President Obama’s NSA Reform speech given at the Department of Justice this month (January
17, 2014) begins with Revolutionary War leaders patrolling the streets for Colonial (pre-nation,
mind you) intelligence on the enemy and this is a great analogy as it brings to light the need for
intel on the enemy to keep our citizens safe. Mr. Obama gives a compelling speech that is well
received across nearly all political factions and the reforms suggested for the most part make
great sense.
Mr. Obama spends a few minutes on foreign intelligence and stated that “ordinary citizens in
other countries have confidence that the United States respects their privacy too.” For
governments abroad, the president merely stated that no one expects Russia or China to show
any transparency about their surveillance practices, yet he stopped short of suggesting the U.S.
would either. And then the speech ends. Just a few words of the entire speech allocated to
foreign dignitary privacy.
The point here is not the speech. And though I believe Mr. Obama gave a great speech, there
was little mention of the threat to U.S. Government and Industry on intellectual property that is
breached daily that by some estimates, exceeds trillions of dollars each year. The president
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does point out that foreign surveillance is not used for IP to give U.S. companies a competitive
advantage. Rather, we are just trying to keep our nation safe from terrorist activity. But when did
it start and who snooped who first, and how much are we spending each year on foreign
government surveillance?
At this writing, the 2015 defense budget had yet to be published, so I went to several
government websites to review the 2013-14 budget. My first stop was obviously Google and I
was directed to the DoD website. There I submitted the search term “budget” and found the
“Fiscal Year 2014 Budget Request” which had a number of documents affixed to it, several of
them spreadsheets. I’m no military budget expert, but I can work my way around a spreadsheet
and as best I can tell – at least from these five spreadsheets – the U.S. DoD allocated just
under $450 million in budget to cyber defense.
Now, I’m quite sure my InfoSec colleague is correct when he says the U.S. Government is
spending out the wazoo for foreign cyber-crime intel and that amount is more than what China
spends, but I can’t find this in the 2013-14 DoD budget numbers. From that proposed budget of
$500+ billion, the U.S. is allocating less than 9 percent ($450 million) to cyber defense? Surely
the Chinese are throwing more greenbacks at the initiative than this???
Or are they? As Mr. Obama pointed out in his January 17 speech, China and Russia aren’t
opening the kimono anytime soon on their surveillance budgets so, the answer is not coming
from them. I’m sure it takes greenbacks to recruit cyber-terrorists, even if they are just college
students.
From research I conducted a few months ago for a white paper, I know that China’s cyber-army
has recently passed the 2,000 number mark. I have no idea how much it costs to train a cyberterrorist but I suspect it can’t be less expensive than the liberal arts college my daughter attends
in which a four-year degree will cost about $150,000. It has to cost more by the mere technical
learning required! So, just for this exercise let’s say that China’s cyber “education” will run about
$75,000 for each of this year’s class of 1,000 recruits; China’s budget is at least $75 million on
this lone initiative.
It should be noted that Taiwan claims the Chinese cyber-terrorist army is 100,000 in number but
this is likely a number borne of propaganda. I don’t believe cyber-terrorism can be quantified like
ground troops. By this I mean that cyber-terrorism is fairly specialized; you can’t just get any
student to build you a cyber “bomb.” And when you consider that in 2012, U.S. institutions gave
out only 146,000 computer science/engineering degrees, it’s hard to imagine China has an army
of 100,000 cyber-terrorists, though it is not entirely impossible.
So what is the budget number for China for cyber-terrorism? What is the number for the U.S.? Is
China’s expense higher than the U.S.’s? Fact is, we will never know, for why would these
superpowers reveal that information for the black eye it would cause? One thing is for certain,
the numbers are big. The cyber-problem is real and a lot of time, money and human capital are
invested by superpowers across the globe to one-up the other in the cyber-arms race.
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I can’t say for sure if China’s Red cyber-army is a reaction to what my InfoSec colleague calls
the United States’ militarization of the Internet, but the battle lines have been drawn. Cybertroops are amassing the digital borders of the frail infrastructures that protect government and
industry intellectual property on defense systems, high-tech weaponry and other information
that could bring our daily lives to a screeching halt. Regardless of who did what, China will
continue to build its cyber-army and the U.S. will counter with its share of technology and people
to keep our homeland safe.
What I can say is that much of the military IP resides with U.S. defense contractors and
engineering firms that don’t quite have the full grasp of how to keep the bad guys out of their IT
infrastructures. No offense to the excellent IT resources these companies employ, it’s just that
the IT complexity problem is too big to close all avenues of intrusion before the breach occurs.
What I envision happening now is a proverbial cyber-tennis match, hack attempts launched
across the net. Every once in a while, you can’t volley the attack back and “boom” there’s a
breach. And one of these breaches is eventually going to be the big one, the 9/11 type.
If you happen to be unfortunate enough to be caught in the middle (i.e. the power grid goes
down and you can’t access your money because the banking system is down too), you really
won’t care who started it. You’ll just know that 1) the disruption came out of nowhere, and 2) you
will be turning to civic leaders for resolution.
In this scenario, it won’t matter which came first – the U.S.’s militarization of the Internet (the
chicken) or China’s cyber-terrorist army (the egg). A few weeks will eventually pass and our
daily lives will return to semi-normal and as a nation, we will wonder how long before the next
disruption. It will be a very different kind of warfare.
The answer, according to some, lies in compromise and amnesty. By this I mean the U.S.,
China, Russia, and others opening up about the IP stolen or systems breached and share how
the data was stolen. There are great advantages to this as it provides forensics, not for
prosecution, but for remediation of the holes in the infrastructures that were breached.
Forensics that can then be used to go back to the breached contractors or U.S. Gov databases
that were hacked and shore them up. We will most likely find through these revelations that
some breaches were never even detected!
In this solution, in return for the revelation of each government’s discretions, the U.S. offers
amnesty and perhaps a reduction in the sanctions we currently have levied against them. This
or some other olive branch must be dangled in order to get the information that will lead to a
lessening of the cyber-terror arms race, and improvements in InfoSec technology. You might
recall that this concept has been tried once already – détente, and nuclear warheads 40 years
ago – so there is somewhat of a blueprint to negotiate.
Much like the efforts in the 1960s through 1990s to reduce global nuclear arms, the global
cyber-terror arms race will need to be worked out by governments in an exercise of compromise
and amnesty. The difference today is that back in the 1960s it was very difficult to hide a
hydrogen bomb test. Today it is very easy (comparatively) to build a cyber-bomb and test it with
little or no trace evidence. The cyber-threat danger is not very publicized so it is not too
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threatening to the average Joe’s and Jane’s in Anytown, U.S.A. It is a backburner item until it
disrupts our daily way of life, much like 9/11 did.
Compromise and government transparency is a lot for each side to give into. But I can’t see
another way to reduce the threat of an all-out industrial base cyber-attack by a malicious
government that would change the way we live, much like 9/11 did. The difference I suspect will
be evidenced in the way we access the Internet, not too far removed from the change in how we
access airport terminals today versus pre-9/11.
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What HIPAA can learn from PCI-DSS
“When you dance with the devil, you wait for the song to stop.”
Barry the Baptist, in the 1999 movie Lock, Stock & Two Smoking Barrels.

I am reminded of that line for all the healthcare organizations that accepted money from the
federal government under the HIPAA HITECH Act of the American Reconstruction and
Recovery Act of 2009. Add to that list the EMR/EHR software vendors, who were too happy to
take that money by selling their products to healthcare organizations as the end-all-be-all for all
of their HIPAA compliance headaches.
Yet for all of the efforts to adopt electronic medical/health records systems, to comply with the
“Meaningful Use” portion of the act, making a smooth conversion from ICD-9 to ICD-10 codes,
and ensuring Business Associate compliance, many healthcare organizations are paying lip
service to the Security Rule of the HITECH Act. They simply check off boxes on the HIPAA
audit claiming compliance with anti-virus software and an off-the-shelf firewall. While this is
obviously not the norm for the larger hospitals, it is standing operating procedure for thousands
of clinics and small medical practices across the country. This makes them the low hanging fruit
ripe to be picked by hackers and rogue insiders.
In 2014 HIPAA will turn 18 years old, while PCI is only half that age. Yet for some reason,
HIPAA is far behind the curve when it comes to the security of, storage, access, and sharing of
data. The HIPAA Security Rule is stuck in 2003, while the threats from insiders and hackers
working for organized crime are rapidly evolving and improving their techniques to evade
detection.
What are ICD-10 codes? They are the 10th revision of the International Statistical Classification
of Diseases and Related Health Problems, a medical classification by the World Health
Organization. To put it into plain English, under ICD-9, a patient would have sought care for an
animal bite, and the attending physician would have written his notes as an animal bite.
However, under ICD-10, the caregiver must classify in their notes what type of animal bite and
how deep it penetrated. The extra sub-classifications are meant to control the disbursement of
payments from insurers to healthcare practitioners.
Being overly concerned with ICD-10 conversion and not enough on the security of corporate
network and cloud systems hosting the billing software, is like a surgery team only paying
attention to how many scalpels they have in preparation for a surgery, but not ensuring that the
operating room is sterile and has restricted access.
PCI-DSS is far from perfect; with some financial analysts recently calling it a failure. If we
considered that the credit card industry has yet to replace magnetic stripes and signatures by
adopting the global EMV (chip and pin) standard in the United States, then I completely agree
that it is a failure. However I completely disagree that everything else it has successfully
accomplished should be scrapped altogether, as some have suggested. If it was a complete
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failure, then why have some American states codified PCI-DSS into state PII regulations with
more states following?
PCI-DSS is an evolving standard and is adapting as a result of the many high profile breaches,
including Heartland Payment Systems, TJX, Sony, and the recent Target Corp, Neiman Marcus
and Michaels, where cyber criminals stole 40 million cardholder records from Target’s point of
sale systems. The PCI Security Council has chosen to adopt a continuous security mindset with
revision 3.0 as opposed to satisfying compliance audits. They've come to the realization that
bare minimum compliance is no longer enough, and have moved away from checking off boxes
on such reports.
PCI-DSS revision 3.0 was ratified by the PCI Security Council on November 16, 2013, and went
into effect on January 1 of this year. Merchants can certify for version 2.0 or 3.0 during 2014,
and must certify for version 3.0 after January 1, 2015. The new rules mandate that merchants
must take a proactive approach to security and abandon the compliance checklist mentality.
Some of the new PCI-DSS requirements call for:
•

Multi-factor authentication to replace static user names and passwords. (*OOB being the
most secure)

•

Protection of data at rest and in transit with encryption and other obfuscation tools.
(*Keystroke Encryption being the most secure form of obfuscation)

•

Continuous security checks, assessing risk and monitoring compliance in real time.

•

Event logs review.

•

Faster detection of malware by not relying on anti-virus solutions alone. (*Change and
anomaly detection with analytics is far superior)

*(OOB stands for Out-of-Band authentication, which is the separation of the user names and
passwords by sending them through two separate channels, i.e.: user name via the network and
password via a telephone. Keystroke encryption protects data in use by defeating keyloggers
and securing the keys to the kingdom at the point of origin. Combining these two methodologies
together WILL prevent the majority of external breaches. Combining the first two with anomaly
detection and analytics creates a TRUE next generation data breach prevention solution,
instead of the overused marketing term used by so many firewall companies labeling
themselves as NextGen. But that’s just my biased opinion.)
The HIPAA “Technical Safeguards” of the Security Rule calling for unique logins is vague and
outdated; the way it is written doesn’t give any guidance to covered entities (CE) and business
associates (BA) on what technical means they should implement to secure the networks and the
data. Stating that the requirements are not linked to certain technological advances creates
confusion amongst the CEs and BAs about the appropriate security tools to use.
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In its current form, the HIPAA Omnibus Rule leaves the door open for technology vendors to
help the CEs and BAs decide on what will satisfy the Security Rule based on the products they
sell. Following a single vendor for advice on satisfying regulatory compliance will potentially
create incompatible silos thereby defeating a patient’s ability to have portable access to their
medical records. This is also is a major difference between HIPAA and PCI. By not holding the
smaller clinics and rural practitioners to the same security standards as larger hospitals and
urban clinics is a major disservice to the patients, who will become the ultimate victims in the
event of a breach.
The PCI Security Council has learned from the mistakes of the community, numerous breaches
and security experts that unique logins paired with static passwords are an obsolete and
insecure method of protecting cardholder data. HIPAA’s demand that passwords be changed
every 60 days creates an illusion of security. All healthcare providers, large and small, use the
same type of computer equipment to connect to the Internet to transmit and store data. Hackers
and rogue insiders target the less secure computer systems—the path of least resistance—to
gain access to the data. Why try to break into Fort Knox and take a chance on getting shot and
caught, when it’s much easier to go into smaller banks where they’re not as heavily guarded?
The state of Massachusetts enacted 201 CMR 17.00 in 2010, requiring every organization that
stores P.I.I. (Personally Identifiable Information) to encrypt the data or face severe penalties.
The custodian of the data does not have to be based in Massachusetts for the law to apply to
them; it applies so long as they house data on a single—that’s right, one—resident of that state.
HIPAA does not mandate encryption. Instead, it labels it as an “addressable” requirement. PCIDSS demands that cardholder data be encrypted, no ifs ands or buts about it; so why isn’t PHI
subject to the same requirements under HIPAA?
With the evolving threat of cyber attacks gaining momentum, is the current form of the HIPAA
Security Rule strong enough to protect patient data from similar cyber attacks? I believe that the
latest revision of PCI-DSS is a strong benchmark. While it’s too soon to speculate on what
security controls failed at the three large retailers and the ongoing investigation by law
enforcement, I would venture a guess that had they implemented all of the controls of PCI-DSS
version 3.0 ahead of the of the January 2015 deadline, the breaches could have been identified
early and mitigated or even prevented.
The best way to address the challenges of HIPAA for CEs and BAs is to demystify the technical,
procedural and training mandates that apply. This can be done by simply focusing on physical
security, people security, data security, infrastructure security and crisis management as
recommended in industry agnostic plain English frameworks such as the 5 pillars of Security
Framework (TM). *(Again this is my biased recommendation)
On a final note, many healthcare organizations (CEs) accept credit cards from insured patients
making co-payments and uninsured patients for full payments, so they must comply with PCIDSS as well. A good starting point to map PCI controls to HIPAA would be to utilize the ISO
27000 series to address both frameworks from a security perspective rather than a purely
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compliance perspective. This will help identify overlaps and create a high level mapping,
therefore maximizing ROI to avoid duplicating efforts.
Following these recommendations will help organizations meet the C.I.A. benchmark
(Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability) as well as surpassing all the current alphabet soup
regulatory compliance requirements, and avoiding a baptism by fire.
I recently interviewed three HIPAA subject matter experts; Gerry Blass CEO of Comply
Assistant, a 35 year veteran of healthcare IT and compliance; the second is also a PCI-DSS
subject matter expert and a former PCI QSA (Qualified Security Assessor) currently working as
an information security officer within a large hospital; the third is a retired law enforcement
officer currently working as a fraud investigator for a large healthcare organization supporting
Medicare. The QSA and LEO have chosen to not be named in the article. I also chose the most
relevant answers from the three subject matter experts, hence why they’re not all mentioned in
each answer.
1.
What do you think about the New HIPAA Security rules that went into full effect in
September 2013 that includes HIPAA requirements to “business associates?”
QSA: While the rules attempt to be flexible, they are too open to interpretation. Basic standards
must be mandated in order to attain any sort of level playing field. Each covered entity is
allowed to choose the safeguards that best meet its individual needs, the types of protections
applied may not be the same across all participants exchanging electronic health information to
or through a health information organization (HIO), and some participants may not be covered
entities based on definition. The net: the Entity must fend for themselves, which in many cases
may be expensive and/or time consuming.
LEO: Most firms associated with Medicare for the past several years have been complying with
similar standards.
2.

What gaps do you find in the new HIPAA regulations?

QSA: The Privacy Rule’s safeguards standard, while flexible, does not prescribe any specific
practices or actions that must be taken by covered entities. The Accountability Principle
contains Administrative Requirements, which includes workforce training. The rule speaks to
privacy and policies. There are no rule sets for what policies should entail nor how the policies
should be disseminated, updated, and acknowledged by the employee of Business Associate.
These types of issues leaves an entity at risk as there is nothing, no metric, no standard, no
“flag bearer” for an entity to compare themselves and the fulfillment of the requirement.
3.

How have these new rules impacted the healthcare ecosystem?

QSA: A common set of standards applied to covered entities may help not only to facilitate the
efficient exchange of information, but also to foster trust among both participants and
individuals. However, unless there are standards for communication (not only what can be
transmitted but how and by whom to whom) there is risk to any ecosystem. Larger entities may
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have the budget but no time, while smaller entities may have time but no budget. In either case
both are at risk as are their Business Associates.

4.
Do the increased penalties ($1.5 million per violation) for non-compliance drive
healthcare providers to address the needs to prevent, contain, and report on data breaches?

QSA: By the time forensics and legal get through with a breach, the $1.5 million per violation is
not nearly enough incentive to move organizations to action. Smaller entities will close up shop,
larger entities will clog up the legal system till settlement occurs.
LEO: The penalties will obviously get the attention of all parties involved. However, if a
company fires a member of their staff for a breach, the “culprit” will not be harmed in pursuing
other jobs with similar responsibilities. In order to have a major impact on problem employees
that purposely disclose HIPAA information either for their financial gain or someone else’s, laws
concerning the disclosure of employee terminations will have to be amended so that other
companies will not get stuck hiring an employee who has been involved in multiple breaches.
5.

What do you think of the Breach Notification Rule?

QSA: Covered entities and business associates have the burden of proof to demonstrate that all
required notifications have been provided or that a use or disclosure of unsecured protected
health information did not constitute a breach. For example, covered entities must have in place
written policies and procedures regarding breach notification, must train employees on these
policies and procedures, and must develop and apply appropriate sanctions against workforce
members who do not comply with these policies and procedures. Again we are back to the
liberal stance of the Rule. An entity will be best served having an attorney at their side as they
work through the issues related to a breach.
6. How does HIPAA mandates to “maintain and transmit” patient Protected Health Information
(PHI) records impact a healthcare stakeholder in securing email, by encryption and archiving?
QSA: The PCI DSS is ahead of these requirements. Many entities are just now coming into
Meaningful Use. The next challenge will be meeting the mandates mentioned. If you look at the
PCI requirements, the keys for encryption must be managed as well as the storage of restricted
card holder data. Early PCI adopters struggled with this and I expect the mandates will be a
challenge for those who are coming into Meaningful Use as well as ICD-10.
7.
Of the 4 new rules for HIPPA (1. Business Associates liable for breaches; 2. Patient
rights to obtain electronic copies of personal health information; 3. Patient restriction rights on
disclosing their PHI; 4. Breach Notification rule in which any disclosure of PHI is presumed to be
a breach) which one will have the biggest impact on the healthcare industry? And why?
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LEO: The breach notification rule; due to its broad based approach, even minor “possible”
breaches will have to be reported due to the reporting time constraints.
Gerry Blass summarized all of the questions by stating the following: The technical safeguard
requirements for PCI seem to be more black and white than for HIPAA and Meaningful Use.
The PCI rule is focused on specific standard credit card transactions and it seems logical that
an across the board standard can be achieved. HIPAA Security, on the other hand, applies to
many variables in terms of standards and implementation specifications and organizational
complexities. So HIPAA covered entities are able to demonstrate due diligence by conducting a
risk assessment followed by a process for ongoing risk mitigation. The HITECH Omnibus rule
has made encryption mandatory for vulnerable electronic protected health information (ePHI)
due to the large number of breaches that have occurred mainly due to loss or theft of laptops,
flash drives, etc. So the requirement to encrypt vulnerable ePHI is no longer a risk decision.
High risk is assumed and anything less than encryption is basically willful neglect at this point.
And with that comes large penalties and potential lawsuits.
Gerry goes on to state that another area that should become more black and white in the HIPAA
Security Rule is the technical safeguard for user authentication. For most healthcare software
applications, the safeguard is still usernames and passwords, and the passwords are normally
force changed periodically. We should eventually see a more stringent requirement for multi
factor authentication to match what PCI now requires. We are certain that the technical
safeguards that will be in place for healthcare applications and networks 5 - 10 years from now
will continue evolve to be stronger and required in order to properly protect unauthorized
access. All of the above also applies to the Meaningful Use Rule for the information Security
Risk Assessment measure since it refers to the HIPAA rule.
My final thought on these answers is that I hope it doesn’t take 5 to 10 years for the HIPAA
Security Rule to evolve and adapt, but I’m not going to hold my breath. I’m afraid that it will be
the result of several high profile breaches on the same scale as the recent Target Corp attack to
get the healthcare industry to change course, or it might take an act of congress.
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Configure workloads securely
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Top 3 Myths About Antivirus Software
by AntivirusTruth.org
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(Source: www.AntiVirusTruth.org, www.privacyrights.org, and nvd.nist.gov)
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NSA Spying Concerns? Learn Counterveillance
Free Online Course Replay at www.snoopwall.com/free
"NSA Spying Concerns? Learn Counterveillance" is a 60-minute recorded online instructor-led
course for beginners who will learn how easily we are all being spied upon - not just by the NSA
but by cyber criminals, malicious insiders and even online predators who watch our children;
then you will learn the basics in the art of Counterveillance and how you can use new tools and
techniques to defend against this next generation threat of data theft and data leakage.
The course has been developed for IT and IT security professionals including Network
Administrators, Data Security Analysts, System and Network Security Administrators, Network
Security Engineers and Security Professionals.
After you take the class, you'll have newfound knowledge and understanding of:
1. How you are being Spied upon.
2. Why Counterveillance is so important.
3. What You can do to protect private information.

Course Overview:
How long has the NSA been spying on you?
What tools and techniques have they been using?
Who else has been spying on you?
What tools and techniques they have been using?
What is Counterveillance?
Why is Counterveillance the most important missing piece of your security posture?
How hard is Counterveillance?
What are the best tools and techniques for Counterveillance?

Your Enrollment includes :
1. A certificate for one free personal usage copy of the Preview Release of SnoopWall for
Android
2. A worksheet listing the best open and commercial tools for Counterveillance
3. Email access to the industry leading Counterveillance expert, Gary S. Miliefsky, our educator.
4. A certificate of achievement for passing the Concise-Courses Counterveillance 101 course.
Visit this course online, sponsored by Concise-Courses.com and SnoopWall.com at
http://www.snoopwall.com/free
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Top Twenty INFOSEC Open Sources
Our Editor Picks His Favorite Open Sources You Can Put to Work Today
There are so many projects at sourceforge it’s hard to keep up with them. However, that’s not
where we are going to find our growing list of the top twenty infosec open sources. Some of
them have been around for a long time and continue to evolve, others are fairly new. These are
the Editor favorites that you can use at work and some at home to increase your security
posture, reduce your risk and harden your systems. While there are many great free tools out
there, these are open sources which means they comply with a GPL license of some sort that
you should read and feel comfortable with before deploying. For example, typically, if you
improve the code in any of these open sources, you are required to share your tweaks with the
entire community – nothing proprietary here.
Here they are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

TrueCrypt.org – The Best Open Encryption Suite Available
OpenSSL.org – The Industry Standard for Web Encryption
OpenVAS.org – The Most Advance Open Source Vulnerability Scanner
NMAP.org – The World’s Most Powerful Network Fingerprint Engine
WireShark.org – The World’s Foremost Network Protocol Analyser
Metasploit.org – The Best Suite for Penetration Testing and Exploitation
OpenCA.org – The Leading Open Source Certificate and PKI Management Stunnel.org – The First Open Source SSL VPN Tunneling Project
NetFilter.org – The First Open Source Firewall Based Upon IPTables
ClamAV – The Industry Standard Open Source Antivirus Scanner
PFSense.org – The Very Powerful Open Source Firewall and Router
OSSIM – Open Source Security Information Event Management (SIEM)
OpenSwan.org – The Open Source IPSEC VPN for Linux
DansGuardian.org – The Award Winning Open Source Content Filter
OSSTMM.org – Open Source Security Test Methodology
CVE.MITRE.org – The World’s Most Open Vulnerability Definitions
OVAL.MITRE.org – The World’s Standard for Host-based Vulnerabilities
WiKiD Community Edition – The Best Open Two Factor Authentication
Suricata – Next Generation Open Source IDS/IPS Technology
CryptoCat – The Open Source Encrypted Instant Messaging Platform

Please do enjoy and share your comments with us – if you know of others you think should
make our list of the Top Twenty Open Sources for Information Security, do let us know at
marketing@cyberdefensemagazine.com.
(Source: CDM)

National Information Security Group Offers FREE Techtips
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Have a tough INFOSEC Question – Ask for an answer and ‘YE Shall Receive
Here’s a wonderful non-profit
organization. You can join for free,
start your own local chapter and so
much more.
The best service of NAISG are
their free Techtips. It works like
this, you join the Techtips mailing
list.
Then of course you’ll start to see a stream of emails with
questions and ideas about any area of INFOSEC. Let’s say
you just bought an application layer firewall and can’t figure
out a best-practices model for ‘firewall log storage’, you
could ask thousands of INFOSEC experts in a single email
by posting your question to the Techtips newsgroup.
Next thing you know, a discussion ensues and you’ll have
more than one great answer. It’s the NAISG.org’s best kept
secret.
So use it by going here:
http://www.naisg.org/techtips.asp
SOURCES: CDM and NAISG.ORG
SIDENOTE: Don’t forget to tell your friends to
register for Cyber Defense Magazine at:
http://register.cyberdefensemagazine.com
where they (like you) will be entered into a monthly drawing
for the Award winning Lavasoft Ad-Aware Pro, Emsisoft Anti-malware and
our new favorite system ‘cleaner’ from East-Tec called Eraser 2013.
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Job Opportunities
Send us your list and we’ll post it in the magazine for free, subject to editorial approval
and layout. Email us at marketing@cyberdefensemagazine.com

Free Monthly Cyber Warnings Via Email
Enjoy our monthly electronic editions of our Magazines for FREE.
This magazine is by and for ethical information security professionals with a twist on innovative
consumer products and privacy issues on top of best practices for IT security and Regulatory
Compliance.

Our mission is to share cutting edge knowledge, real world stories and

independent lab reviews on the best ideas, products and services in the information technology
industry. Our monthly Cyber Warnings e-Magazines will also keep you up to speed on what’s
happening in the cyber crime and cyber
warfare arena plus we’ll inform you as next
generation

and

innovative

technology

vendors have news worthy of sharing with
you – so enjoy.
You get all of this for FREE, always, for our
electronic editions.
Click here to signup today and within
moments, you’ll receive your first email from
us with an archive of our newsletters along
with this month’s newsletter.
By signing up, you’ll always be in the loop
with CDM.
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Cyber Warnings E-Magazine January 2014
Sample Sponsors:

To learn more about us, visit us online at http://www.cyberdefensemagazine.com/
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Don’t Miss Out on a Great Advertising Opportunity.
Join the INFOSEC INNOVATORS MARKETPLACE:
First-come-first-serve pre-paid placement
One Year Commitment starting at only $199
Five Year Commitment starting at only $499
http://www.cyberdefensemagazine.com/infosec-innovators-marketplace

Now Includes:

Your Graphic or Logo
Page-over Popup with More Information
Hyperlink to your website
BEST HIGH TRAFFIC OPPORTUNITY FOR INFOSEC INNOVATORS

Email: marketing@cyberdefensemagazine.com for more information.
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Cyber Warnings Newsflash for
January 2014
Highlights of CYBER CRIME and CYBER
WARFARE Global News Clippings
Get ready to read on and click the titles below to read the
full stories – this has been one of the busiest months in
Cyber Crime and Cyber Warfare that we’ve tracked so far.
Even though these titles are in BLACK, they are active
hyperlinks to the stories, so find those of interest to you
and read on through your favorite web browser…
BLOG: To detect 100 percent of malware, try whitelisting
'lite'
01/02/2014 03:18 (Computer World Singapore)

BLOG: To detect 100 percent of malware, try whitelisting 'lite' Every antimalware scanner claims to catch 99 to 100 percent
of malware. Every...

Key trends in ransomware, evasion techniques and social attacks
01/02/2014 03:16 (Help Net Security)

McAfee Labs foresees the following trends in 2014: 1. Mobile malware will be the driver of growth in both technical
innovation and the volume...

Cybercrimes will use ransomware to target businesses: McAfee
01/01/2014 23:30 (Computerworld Malaysia)

...target businesses: McAfee Cybercriminals will increasingly use ransomware, malware and hacktivism over the next year
to move further into the...

Why 2013 was the year of the personal data breach
01/01/2014 23:30 (Computerworld Malaysia)

...encrypt your data or lock you out of your PC or device using malware exploits, and then demand payment in exchange for
restoring your access.

Blackhole exploit kit disappearance sends criminals back to basics
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01/01/2014 22:07 (Computerworld Malaysia)

...be a return to URL-based email attacks utilizing exploit kits that offer "malware as a service" on a larger scale," concludes
Websense. "The...

Unencrypted Windows crash reports give 'significant advantage' to hackers, spies
01/01/2014 21:09 (Computerworld Malaysia)

...system crashes that signal vulnerabilities that could be exploited with malware; and even the devices and peripherals that
have been plugged...

Report: NSA intercepts computer deliveries to plant spyware
01/01/2014 20:42 (Computerworld Malaysia)

...Spiegel wrote. The workshops, called "load stations," install malware or hardware components that give the NSA access
to the computer, it wrote.

The latest malware innovation: Infect ATMs and have them pump out cash
01/01/2014 19:56 (Yahoo! News)

The latest malware innovation: Infect ATMs and have them pump out cash Hackers in Europe managed to target several
cash machines from an unnamed...

With Bitcoin In Your Pocket, Is Your Identity Finally Safe?
12/31/2013 21:52 (Forbes)

...whether an individual has experienced a theft or loss due to other reasons malware, a corrupt wallet which is stored on
your hard drive, etc...

Apple says never worked with NSA on iPhone hacks
12/31/2013 21:06 (Yahoo! News)

...iPhones such as contact lists. Der Spiegel referred to it as a "trojan," or malware that helps hackers get into protected
systems. The report,

Unencrypted Windows crash reports give 'significant advantage' to hackers, spies
12/31/2013 14:38 (ComputerworldUK.com)
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...system crashes that signal vulnerabilities that could be exploited with malware; and even the devices and peripherals that
have been plugged...

Cyber criminals to target mobile, social in 2014
12/31/2013 13:14 (Yahoo! News)

...2014 McAfee Labs predicts that the year ahead will bring increased malware attacks and other cyber risks aimed at
smartphones, tablets and social...

Make Identity Theft Protection a Priority in 2014
12/31/2013 10:17 (Reuters US News)

7 Ways To Protect Yourself Against A Data Breach
12/31/2013 09:32 (Forbes)

...on employees handling customer data. You should make sure to have malware detection software running on both your
servers (hosted or not) and...

Snapchat users get new year hack: 4.6 million phone numbers revealed
01/03/2014 01:42 (Computerworld Malaysia)

...parties, suggesting the affected users' details will be sold to spam and phishing operations. The app allows users to send
a photo to another but only...

Alert (TA14-002A)Malware Targeting Point of Sale Systems
01/02/2014 17:45 (US-CERT)

...of its variants could be delivered to the POS systems via phishing emails or the malicious actors could be taking
advantage of default credentials...

Snapchat to Target Breaches Show Holiday Vulnerability
01/02/2014 17:35 (Bloomberg)

...users and sells their data. We recently became aware of a targeted cyber attack that led to access to Skype s social
media properties, but these...

How to check if your Snapchat information was leaked
01/02/2014 16:27 (Global News)
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Skype Hack: ‘Well-Publicized Graffiti'
01/02/2014 15:57 (GovInfoSecurity)

...a statement echoing the tweet: "We recently became aware of a targeted cyber-attack that led to access to Skype's social
media properties, but...

Backdoor in wireless DSL routers lets attacker reset router, get admin
01/02/2014 14:05 (Ars Technica)

Backdoor in wireless DSL routers lets attacker reset router, get admin A quick Christmas hack uncovers a vulnerability in
Linksys, Netgear, others.

Greyhats expose 4.5 million Snapchat phone numbers using “theoretical” hack
01/02/2014 13:45 (Ars Technica)

...asset in certain types of scams say, a text-message based malware campaign that urges people to install a boobytrapped Snapchat update to fix...

Is rapid detection the new prevention?
01/01/2014 19:56 (Computer World Australia)

...IDC has designated a new category for products that can detect stealthy malware-based attacks designed for cyberespionage ("Specialized Threat...

Yahoo visitors got served with malicious ads
01/06/2014 06:19 (Help Net Security)

...malicious ads that redirected them to an exploit kit serving different types of malware, the Dutch security audit firm Fox-IT
has revealed on Friday.

Week in review: Snapchat hack, backdoor in Linksys and Netgear routers, and SD memory card
hacking
01/06/2014 04:18 (Help Net Security)

Week in review: Snapchat hack, backdoor in Linksys and Netgear routers, and SD memory card hacking Here's an
overview of some of last week's...

It's Time To Change Your Passwords And Here's How
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01/05/2014 22:41 (Forbes)

...evil. The proliferation of key loggers, phishing sites, viruses and malware require that passwords be changed regularly.
Some folks just use the...

Cryptolocker 2.0 turns into worm that spreads via USB drives
01/05/2014 12:27 (Computerworld Malaysia)

...copycat version of the Cryptolocker ransom Trojan that drops some of the malware's sophistication in favour of the single
innovation of being able...

Looking ahead: The future of mobile security influenced by the disasters of 2013
01/04/2014 07:32 (QR Code Press)

...claimed to be impervious and malicious groups were able to create new malware that, quite literally, help a person s
sensitive information hostage.

Cryptolocker Ransomware Evolves to Spread on Its Own
01/03/2014 19:23 (Yahoo! News)

...evolved from a Trojan into a worm. This means the uncrackable malware can now propagate itself, rather than relying on
gullible humans to open...

5 Biggest Cyber Threats to Watch for in 2014
01/03/2014 18:42 (Palm Beach Post)

Here's what to watch out for in the coming year: 1. Mobile malware We're all familiar with malware on PCs, but according to
McAfee Labs, growth...

Bot Author Heads Off to Slammer
01/03/2014 16:53 (Isssource.com)

...million bots. The prosecution estimated the total damage caused by the malware is several tens of millions of Euros.
Money from the bot sales...

Lawsuit Claims Facebook Is Reading Your Private Messages
01/03/2014 13:19 (Yahoo! News)
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phishing attacks, and malicious URLs designed to infect recipients computers with malware could run rife. This doesn't
explain, however, why...

Healthcare Data Breaches to Surge in 2014
01/03/2014 12:42 (ProgramBusiness)

...things." In the IT realm, there are stories of people installing anti-malware software but forgetting to turn it on. "And then
there's my favorite:

'Stop Spying on People!': Syrian Electronic Army Hacks Skype [FARS News Agency]
01/03/2014 12:30 (Technology News)

...in 2011, the organization has denied any association with the Syrian government. They claim to be self-motivated
patriotic supporters of the...

Mobile security threats may be the largest corporate issue this year
01/03/2014 10:29 (QR Code Press)

...this year A new survey has indicated that many professionals think that malware on smartphones and tablets will be
problematic. A new survey has...

Critical backdoor in Linksys and Netgear routers found
01/03/2014 10:00 (Help Net Security)

...colourful details of his "quest" on his Github account, other hackers around the world took it upon themselves to check
what other routers have...

Mariposa bot author sentenced to prison
01/03/2014 08:39 (Help Net Security)

...million bots. The prosecution estimates that the total damage caused by the malware is several tens of millions of Euros.
Money from the bot sales...

We got 'sucker punched in cyberspace'
01/03/2014 03:30 (CNBC)

...break into your networks." Mandia, a former U.S. Air Force cyberforensics investigator, joined FireEye after the company
he founded in 2004,
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FireEye buys Mandiant for nearly $1 billion to stamp out cyber attacks
01/02/2014 21:19 (Computer World Singapore)

...closed on Dec. 30. With more than 1,500 customers across government, enterprise and small and mid-sized businesses
and more than $104 million...

A Year of Spam: The Notable Trends of 2013
01/07/2014 05:17 (Blog @ Trend Micro)

...detection and victimize more users. We also saw spam utilized more to carry malware since the start of the year. Figure 1.
Spam volume from 2008...

After Cryptolocker, experts warn of new file-encrypting ransomware
01/07/2014 04:49 (Computer World Singapore)

experts warn of new file-encrypting ransomware A team of malware developers is preparing to sell a new ransomware
program that encrypts files...

McAfee Labs Forecast Growth in Mobile Ransomware and Security-Aware Attacks in 2014 [Health
& Beauty Close - Up]
01/07/2014 02:22 (Technology News)

McAfee Labs foresees the following trends in 2014: 1. Mobile malware will be the driver of growth in both technical
innovation and the volume...

Prolexic Unveils DDoS Protection Infographic [Manufacturing Close - Up]
01/07/2014 02:21 (Technology News)

...together in a coordinated way. When the customer can see the same network and DDoS attack data as the mitigation
provider at the same time, it...

A look at FireEye's Mandiant buy: Game changer or not?
01/06/2014 22:24 (Computerworld Malaysia)

...virtual machine execution engine used to dynamically detect zero-day malware threats with Mandiant's endpoint software
for threat detection,

Cryptolocker scrambles eight years of data belonging to US town hall
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01/06/2014 22:24 (Computerworld Malaysia)

...believed to be irretrievable. According to local press, the notorious malware found its way into the network of Greenland
town hall on 26 December...

Cybercrooks developing dangerous new file-encrypting ransomware, researchers warn
01/06/2014 21:06 (Computer World Singapore)

...CryptoLocker, which plagued users in recent months. A team of malware developers is preparing to sell a new
ransomware program that encrypts files...

Security Manager's Journal: Target breach unleashes fresh scams
01/06/2014 20:51 (Computer World Singapore)

the remaining 1% become victims, setting off my network-based malware alarm systems when they get infected. We get a
few infections per week...

Recent Windows Zero-Day Targeted Embassies, Used Syria-related Email
01/06/2014 17:20 (Blog @ Trend Micro)

...conclusions. We do not know if the embassies were indeed affected by the malware mentioned or if there are other sets
of targets, only that the samples...

Europe Hit by Yahoo Hack
01/06/2014 15:47 (Isssource.com)

...Yahoo.com had a good chance of having their computers infected with malware from malicious ads over a four-day time
frame. Europe users clicking...

Harman Brings HTML 5 Apps to Car Infotainment Systems
01/06/2014 14:31 (Yahoo! News)

...5-powered system in a vehicle is that it is more open to attack from malware. To prevent such issues, Harman is using a
separate Linux-based system...

Implementing ICS Digital Zone Separation
01/06/2014 14:29 (Isssource.com)
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...Digital segmentation and separation are fundamental components of basic cyber security, yet they remain difficult to
implement in industrial...

Air Force to hire contractors for cyber training
01/06/2014 11:00 (Federal Times)

Air Force to hire contractors for cyber training The Air Force is seeking contractor support to augment personnel at its
premier cyber operations...

How to make malware warnings more effective?
01/06/2014 10:57 (Help Net Security)

How to make malware warnings more effective? An effective security warning is concrete and clear, appeals to authority,
and doesn't pop up too...

Senior managers are the worst information security offenders
01/08/2014 02:13 (Help Net Security)

...door for businesses to encounter new and emerging threats from hackers, malware, and viruses. A lack of corporate
communication and training is...

Top priorities for organisations to counter digital criminality
01/08/2014 02:13 (Help Net Security)

...becomes increasingly cyber enabled. It won t be possible to look at cyber crime in isolation, as digital-savvy criminals will
use cyber and fraud...

US sheriff gets probation after installing keylogger on wife's work PC
01/08/2014 00:14 (Computer World Singapore)

US sheriff gets probation after installing keylogger on wife's work PC A US sheriff has been put on probation for two years
and fined $1,000...

Trojan program hijacks World of Warcraft accounts despite two-factor authentication
01/07/2014 18:12 (Computerworld Malaysia)

...after being used, the legitimate log-in attempts are blocked by the malware, so while victims try to figure out what went
wrong, the captured...
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Criminal Identity Theft Investigations Rise 66% at IRS
01/07/2014 14:21 (Bloomberg)

Deadly new ransomware soon to be released?
01/07/2014 11:11 (Help Net Security)

...on sale for as little as $100. The developer of the malware has dubbed his creation Prison Locker and later changed the
name to Power Locker,

Yahoo says ad malware did not affect U.S.
01/07/2014 10:05 (San Francisco Business Times)

Yahoo says ad malware did not affect U.S. Internet Yahoo Inc. said that a malware attack spread by advertisements on its
sites did not affect...

Strong Reactions to the Target Attack
01/07/2014 08:52 (The Fraud Blog - Bank Info Security)

...packs." In response to our Dec. 24 article, Target: Breach Caused by Malware, another reader writes: "I work in the
payment card industry, both issuing...

Stealing money from ATMs with malware
01/07/2014 08:22 (Help Net Security)

Stealing money from ATMs with malware This talk from the 30th Chaos Communication Congress will discuss a case in
which criminals compromised...

Five cyber threats to fear in 2014
01/07/2014 07:51 (Nashville Business Journal)

...especially need to be aware of the following five threats in 2014: Mobile malware. Itâ€ s not just the PCs that need
protection. Malware in Android...

The futility of all vendor predictions
01/07/2014 06:50 (Help Net Security)

...real insight into the real threats that many businesses face. Mobile malware threats, cyber espionage, social network
security issues, big data...
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New 'Locker' malware demands money to recover encrypted data [Asian News International]
01/07/2014 06:24 (Technology News)

New 'Locker' malware demands money to recover encrypted data [Asian News International] (Asian News International Via
Acquire Media NewsEdge)

Ransomware: a Christmas present no one wants
01/08/2014 23:09 (Computerworld Malaysia)

...my PC during the festive season, I was hit with the nastiest piece of malware I've ever had to deal with. Browsing on my
PC during the festive...

Kaspersky Lab finds gamers attacked 11.7 million times in 2013
01/08/2014 21:01 (Computerworld Malaysia)

...2013. Currently Kaspersky Lab knows 4.6 million pieces of gaming focused malware, with an average, users of 34,000
attacks related to gaming...

World of Warcraft attack highlights two-factor authentication weakness
01/08/2014 20:59 (Computerworld Malaysia)

...man-in-the-middle attack to bypass two-factor authentication New malware targeting users of the online role-playing game
World of Warcraft exploits...

ZeroAccess Takedown and the TDSS Aftermath
01/08/2014 17:17 (Blog @ Trend Micro)

...one of the most notable botnets in the world, with its malware known for rootkit capability. This malware is typically
downloaded from peer-to-peer...

Senior Mgt Biggest Security Violators
01/08/2014 16:15 (Isssource.com)

...door for businesses to encounter new and emerging threats from hackers, malware, and viruses. A lack of corporate
communication and training is...

New Ransomware Hitting Market
01/08/2014 14:43 (Isssource.com)
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...Locker should soon be hitting an exploit near you, researchers said. The malware, the researchers said, is dangerous and
cheap as it only costs $100...

At AACC, Become a Cyber Warrior – Or, at Least, Cyber Aware
01/08/2014 14:14 (The Business Monthly)

...against cyberthreats is increasingly vital to business and government whether that information includes customer records,
infrastructure systems,

New Zeus variant stymies malware analysis, has rootkit capabilities
01/08/2014 09:21 (Help Net Security)

New Zeus variant stymies malware analysis, has rootkit capabilities As expected, variants of the infamous Zeus banking
Trojan are becoming more...

Understanding and Mitigating Risk From Data Center Threats
01/08/2014 09:15 (Data Center Knowledge)

...of a network, you re able to monitor for intrusion prevention, malware, unauthorized devices, network viruses, and much
more. This could prove...

Investigating Internet Crimes
01/08/2014 08:31 (Help Net Security)

...way back in 2010 and 2011. I get that phishing is still phishing, and malware is still malware, but I would expect more upto-date information.

Yahoo malware turned European computers into bitcoin slaves
01/08/2014 06:52 (The Guardian)

Yahoo malware turned European computers into bitcoin slaves Search firm remains silent on how its ad servers infected
Windows PCs of visitors...

Fake "Critical browser update" warnings lead to malware
01/10/2014 04:15 (Help Net Security)

Fake "Critical browser update" warnings lead to malware If you have manually updated your browser in the last week or so,
think back on how you...
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Microsoft stopping support for its anti-malware scanner on XP in 3 months time
01/10/2014 03:13 (Live Hacking)

Microsoft stopping support for its anti-malware scanner on XP in 3 months time The bell has been tolling for Windows XP
for a long time and even...

Time to bust five myths about cloud computing
01/10/2014 00:05 (ABQJournal Online (AP))

...security threats, they re usually thinking about hacking, identity theft, malware and phishing schemes. The key is to
assess relative risk. Are...

Yahoo ad malware hijacked computers for Bitcoin mining
01/09/2014 23:35 (Yahoo! News)

Yahoo ad malware hijacked computers for Bitcoin mining A few days before CES 2014, security researchers discovered
that Yahoo was unknowingly...

Network vendors hit back after being named in NSA spying toolkit
01/09/2014 23:20 (Computer World Singapore)

...the firmware that provides the most basic instructions to a system. If malware is inserted in the BIOS, security experts will
have no way to...

OpenSUSE forums hack raises vBulletin zero-day exploit possibility
01/09/2014 22:55 (Computer World Singapore)

...for vBulletin, the software powering the site, to upload a PHP shell backdoor that allowed him to browse, read and write
files on the server.

Patch Tuesday preview: Get your Windows XP patches while they last
01/09/2014 21:47 (Computer World Singapore)

...attackers could exploit it to compromise a PC or server, then plant malware on the system. Among the versions of Word
to be patched by Bulletin...

Is 2014 the Year of the 'Big Data Stack'?
01/09/2014 21:39 (Computer World Singapore)
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...of that data, particularly organizations that leverage it for marketing or for network intrusion detection. "In the last 12
months, we've seen...

UGI warns customers of scam emails with malware links disguised as fraudulent bills
01/09/2014 17:32 (PennLive.com)

UGI warns customers of scam emails with malware links disguised as fraudulent bills UGI Utilities, Inc. was warning its
customers of a scam email...

"Making Sense of Cyberwar"
01/09/2014 16:51 (Harvard - Belfer Center)

...involve capable nations attacking much weaker countries. Incidents like Stuxnet and the denial of service attacks in
Estonia and Georgia suggest...

Atmos Energy warns customers of e-mail scam
01/09/2014 13:14 (KSLA News 12)

...on the link it takes them to a compromised website that harbors malware. We are asking anyone who receives this email
to delete it immediately...

Bitcoin-stealing malware delivered via clever email campaign
01/09/2014 12:13 (Help Net Security)

Bitcoin-stealing malware delivered via clever email campaign Users of popular Bitcoin exchanges are being actively
targeted by cyber crooks looking...

Would You Shout "My PIN Code Is 9876!" In The Street?
01/13/2014 05:30 (Forbes)

...been a slew of news stories about the latest hacktivist attack, malware or online fraud. Unfortunately much of of this
coverage might lead you...

Honeywell: company cooperating with DOJ probe
01/13/2014 05:17 (Telegram.com)

...voluntarily moved production to the U.S. in 2012 after consulting with the Department of Defense. "We believe we have
followed all applicable U.S.
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Kaspersky Labs say online gamers targeted by hackers [Asian News International]
01/13/2014 04:53 (Technology News)

...labs experts said. Kaspersky Labs have recognized 4.6 million pieces of malware focusing on gaming. Each day, round
34,000 gaming users are targeted...

Target planning "significant changes" after data breach: CNBC
01/13/2014 04:44 (Yahoo! News Canada)

With data vulnerable, retailers look for tougher security
01/13/2014 04:09 (Yahoo! News Canada)

Campaign warns internet users to update security [Herald, The (Scotland)]
01/13/2014 03:48 (Technology News)

...prevent against online fraud as part of the campaign. The UK Government's Cyber Security Programme will be reminding
people to ensure the security...

Secure your cyber self [Herald, The (Scotland)]
01/13/2014 03:48 (Technology News)

...to update your online security settings is a hard lesson. So the Government's warning to ensure passwords are secure
and to accept prompts to...

Week in review: Target breach expands, the security realities of the Internet of Things
01/13/2014 00:29 (Help Net Security)

...week's most interesting news, videos, reviews and articles: How to make malware warnings more effective? Here's an
overview of some of last week's...

Overstock.com now accepts Bitcoin for online purchases
01/12/2014 22:48 (Computerworld Malaysia)

...more insurance if something goes awry. Second, a whole host of malware attacks are designed to steal Bitcoin from your
virtual wallet. And as...
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McAfee security report suggests 2014 will be a rough year
01/12/2014 20:35 (Computerworld Malaysia)

...yourself - perhaps after a couple glasses of good brandy. Expect a Mobile Malware Tsunami At a McAfee event in 2012, I
watched then-CTO Mike...

With the new year comes a new wave of ransomware
01/12/2014 15:57 (TechHive)

...my PC during the festive season, I was hit with the nastiest piece of malware I ve ever had to deal with. Browsing on my
PC during the festive...

Users outside Europe worst hit in malware attack: Yahoo [Asian News International]
01/12/2014 08:15 (Technology News)

Users outside Europe worst hit in malware attack: Yahoo [Asian News International] (Asian News International Via Acquire
Media NewsEdge) Washington,

Air Force Academy's cyber team reaches rare heights
01/12/2014 05:24 (Stars and Stripes)

Air Force Academy's cyber team reaches rare heights The team practices four days a week, two hours at a crack. The
team practices four days a...

Expert to speak on cyber-relations between U.S., China
01/12/2014 00:00 (Palm Beach Daily News)

...Foreign Affairs. Segal holds bachelor s and doctoral degrees in government from Cornell University and a master s in
international relations from...

More well-known US retailers victims of cyber attacks: Sources
01/11/2014 19:45 (CNBC)

'Worst breach in history' strains retail industry) One of the pieces of malware they used was something known as a RAM
scraper, or memory-parsing...

Data breach at Target is under close investigative scrutiny
01/11/2014 16:59 (Daily Record (AP))
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...who the adversaries are and stopping them." Cyber thieves can use malware, a computer code that exploits a network
vulnerability, to access the...

Internet of Things poses new security risks
01/11/2014 06:39 (Yahoo! News)

...of Things poses new security risks Las Vegas (AFP) - The hackers who got into your computer or smartphone are now
taking aim at the Internet...

'Worst breach in history' puts data-security pressure on retail industry
01/11/2014 05:47 (CNBC)

director of assessment services for NTT Com Security, told NBC News. Malware attacks that target a company's point of
sale system are becoming...

Target to invest $5 million in cybersecurity education
01/14/2014 05:59 (Computer World Singapore)

...know the full extent of what transpired, though it has established that malware was installed on its point-of-sale registers.
Target has said...

Target data breach: 9 ways to protect yourself
01/14/2014 05:20 (WTSP.com)

...maker BillGuard. "It seems like right now there's almost an epidemic of malware at point-of -sale terminals," he said. In
today's environment,

Kaspersky Lab: Beware of Neverquest Trojan banker
01/14/2014 05:00 (Computerworld Malaysia)

...wrapping up several criminal cases associated with the creation and proliferation of malware used to steal bank website
data, a few 'holes' appeared...

Target hackers have more data than they can sell
01/14/2014 05:00 (Computerworld Malaysia)

Target CEO Gregg Steinhafel said in an interview with CNBC on Sunday that malware was discovered on point-of-sale
terminals. How those terminals...
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One in five SMB retailers lacks security fundamentals
01/14/2014 03:58 (Help Net Security)

...policy, such as blocking unacceptable content, malicious Websites or malware. This is a deficiency that exposes guests to
potential malware,

Malware used on point-of-sale terminals to steal details of 40 million credit cards
01/14/2014 02:56 (Live Hacking)

Malware used on point-of-sale terminals to steal details of 40 million credit cards A few days before Christmas the US retail
giant Target revealed...

Two sentenced for ID theft targeting feds
01/13/2014 17:03 (Federal Times)

Retailers hacked: Are data breaches at Target and Neiman Marcus connected?
01/13/2014 15:21 (WTSP.com)

...extent of what transpired but what we do know is that there was malware installed on our point of sale registers; that much
we've established.

Analysts: Retailers Must Be Vigilant After Hacks
01/13/2014 13:26 (CIO Today)

...retail organizations may have been victims of the same set of malware attacks as Target and Neiman Marcus. Retail
organizations including Target...

Air Force Academy's cyber team reaches rare heights
01/13/2014 09:31 (Democratic Underground)

Air Force Academy's cyber team reaches rare heights http://gazette.com/air-force-academys-cyber-team-reaches-rareheights/article/1512452 Members...

Seven people arrested in Breeze card hacking scheme
01/13/2014 08:29 (SecureIDNews)

...whether the contactless cards were hacked or the transaction processing system was compromised. The transit agency
launched the investigation after...
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CyberRX: First industry-wide healthcare cyber attack exercise
01/13/2014 08:22 (Help Net Security)

...in information sharing between healthcare organizations, HITRUST and government agencies. We have been
coordinating and collaborating with HITRUST...

Government Cyber Streetwise website pushes Internet security. Will people listen?
01/15/2014 03:55 (ComputerworldUK.com)

Government Cyber Streetwise website pushes Internet security. Will people listen? Offers basic security advice to the
masses The Government has...

China's Huawei says unaudited 2013 operating profit rose over 40 percent
01/15/2014 02:43 (Yahoo! News)

which has repeatedly said it has no spying links with the Chinese government, on Wednesday reported unaudited 2013
operating profit of 28.6 billion...

Mobile applications being used for DDoS attacks
01/15/2014 02:13 (Help Net Security)

...mobile platforms in 2014. Traditionally, some type of infection or malware was required, said Scholly. With mobile apps,
malicious actors can...

Government urges businesses to wise up to cyber security risks
01/15/2014 01:37 (Technology News)

Government urges businesses to wise up to cyber security risks (City A.M. (UK) Via Acquire Media NewsEdge)
MINISTERS have launched a new campaign...

Tech support scammers are targeting mobile users, researchers say
01/14/2014 22:08 (Computerworld Malaysia)

...to users and posing as technical support specialists responding to malware infections or other problems allegedly
detected on their computers.

Cyber security bill moving ahead
01/14/2014 21:45 (The Delaware County Daily Times)
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Cyber security bill moving ahead National legislation designed to bolster the nation s defense against the types of cyber
attacks that devastated...

SD cards are hackable, but probably not on a mass scale
01/14/2014 21:11 (Computerworld Malaysia)

...the new SD cards you just bought from your local electronics store could be a malware attack vector, setting up your
device for a Man-in-the-Middle...

Major attacks on retailers cast spotlight on higher-security cards
01/14/2014 20:58 (Computer World Singapore)

...that the company's point-of-sale systems had been infected with malware, which led to the theft of 40 million credit and
debit card accounts and...

Hole in Cisco Small Biz Routers
01/14/2014 19:02 (Isssource.com)

...an exploit would be to trigger a denial-of-service (DoS) attack on a network by freezing up the router or resetting it to its
factory default...

Icefog Backdoor Targets Oil Firm
01/14/2014 18:49 (Isssource.com)

...was later determined this particular domain saw use by a piece of malware connected to Icefog. The threat in question is
actually a Java backdoor...

Spotlight on Yahoo Malware Attack
01/14/2014 18:23 (Isssource.com)

Spotlight on Yahoo Malware Attack The cyber attack that infected mainly Europe users of Yahoo with malware appears to
show a link between the...

Trojan Slowed, but not Gone
01/14/2014 18:23 (Isssource.com)

...steps to disrupt the Flashback botnet, including the release of a malware removal tool and the shutdown of the domains
utilized by the malware.
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Trojan Remains a Danger After Deleted
01/14/2014 16:50 (Isssource.com)

...malicious actor may be able to infect millions of machines with any malware at some point in the future, McDonald said.
Microsoft decided to...

Six Ways that Most Companies Shortchange Their Enterprise Security
01/14/2014 15:50 (Security Bistro)

...blesses apps before they go out. We don t see a lot of malware in the official app stores but we see plenty of malicious
content in unofficial...

Major security holes found in 90% of top mobile banking apps
01/14/2014 15:02 (Yahoo! News)

...identified could allow malicious hackers to intercept sensitive data, install malware or even seize control of a victim s
device. Home banking...

Retail security hacks may surge in 2014
01/14/2014 13:40 (WCNC.com)

...-- a network of computers that have been taken over -- or malware distributor. It has no access to internal company
network data. BitSight's...

Internet security New Year's resolutions: Europe needs to wise up on mobile and Mac insecurity
01/16/2014 05:56 (Technology News)

...their photos and text messages that will be compromised if invasive malware lands on their Android device. Their banking
details and their employer's...

Microsoft to provide Windows XP anti-malware support until 2015 [Asian News International]
01/16/2014 04:53 (Technology News)

Microsoft to provide Windows XP anti-malware support until 2015 [Asian News International] (Asian News International Via
Acquire Media NewsEdge)

Penn State to Offer New Option in Cybersecurity and Information Assurance for its Master's
Degree in Information Sciences
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01/16/2014 03:51 (Technology News)

...hire individuals who have the knowledge and training to combat the onslaught of cyber-attacks. To meet that demand,
Penn State s College of Information...

Cisco: Thousands of web hosting centers now launchpads for attacks
01/16/2014 03:13 (Computerworld Malaysia)

...cyber-criminals that use them to launch major attacks against business and government, says Cisco in its annual security
report. Web hosting centers...

Exclusive: U.S. government failed to secure Obamacare site - experts
01/16/2014 00:03 (Reuters.co.uk)

Exclusive: U.S. government failed to secure Obamacare site - experts BOSTON (Reuters) - A group of cyber security
professionals is warning that...

BlackPOS Malware Used In Target Attack On +70 Million Customers Retails For $1,800
01/15/2014 23:44 (Forbes)

BlackPOS Malware Used In Target Attack On +70 Million Customers Retails For $1,800 The massive data breach at Target
Target during the 2013 holiday...

Google stages coup against Windows 8 with Chrome OS-like update for 'Metro'
01/15/2014 22:59 (Computerworld Malaysia)

...including audio indicators on tabs, a more aggressive anti-malware blocker and a parental spying tool and patched 11
security vulnerabilities.

'Icefog' APT campaign attacked US firms using mysterious Java backdoor
01/15/2014 22:27 (Computer World Singapore)

...September carried on attacking three US firms using an obscure piece of Java malware, Kaspersky Lab has discovered.
The high-profile 'Icefog'

Cyberwar increasingly defined by espionage and regional conflicts, argues FireEye
01/15/2014 22:04 (Computerworld Malaysia)
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...simmering disputes. The best example of this is the small mountain of malware that has emerged from the Syrian conflict,
possibly the first time a...

Tax Time Brings Increased Identity Theft
01/15/2014 20:54 (KUTV.com)

NSS Labs: IPS Test Results In
01/15/2014 18:33 (Isssource.com)

...carefully, according to NSS Labs. NSS Labs released its 2013 Network Intrusion Prevention Systems (IPS) Security
Value Map and Comparative Analysis...

Manufacturing, Energy: Targeted Attacks Growing
01/15/2014 17:20 (Isssource.com)

...are particularly concerned about scenarios created by the likes of Stuxnet or Disttrack/Shamoon which can sabotage
industrial facilities. We...

NSA taps offline computers with secret bug: report
01/15/2014 16:17 (Yahoo! News)

The report said the NSA and its Pentagon partner, United States Cyber Command, have used these techniques against the
Chinese Army, which has...

Researchers Predict 'Best Timing' for Cyberattacks
01/15/2014 14:22 (CIO Today)

...attacks. Rational Timing of Surprise These instances included the famed Stuxnet worm, which the model described as
having low persistence --

Experts give tips on how to stay protected from identity theft
01/17/2014 06:29 (The Augusta Chronicle)

Retail store malware pinpointed in holiday hacking attacks
01/17/2014 05:19 (WTSP.com)

Retail store malware pinpointed in holiday hacking attacks (CBSNews.com) - A private company revealed Thursday how,
apparently, hackers were...
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Neiman Marcus says SSNs, birth dates not taken in breach
01/17/2014 02:43 (Computer World Singapore)

...had been attacked. Katz wrote that Neiman Marcus has disabled the malware it found and is working with federal law
enforcement, including the...

Target breach appears to be part of broader scam
01/17/2014 02:15 (Columbia Missourian)

from BlackPOS, a crude but effective piece of software that contained malware scripts with Russian origins. "The use of
malware to compromise...

PCI DSS 3.0 is an evolution, not a revolution
01/17/2014 02:05 (Computerworld Malaysia)

...apply; it calls for organizations to protect all their systems against malware. As Target CEO Gregg Steinhafel
acknowledged in his recent "apology...

Neiman Marcus computers were hacked as far back as July: NYT
01/17/2014 02:04 (Yahoo! News Canada)

BLOG: Enterprise organisations describe weaknesses in malware detection and protection
01/17/2014 01:58 (Computer World Singapore)

BLOG: Enterprise organisations describe weaknesses in malware detection and protection Well here we are halfway
through January and you can't...

Microsoft extends malware protection to XP foot-draggers
01/17/2014 01:07 (Computer World Singapore)

Microsoft extends malware protection to XP foot-draggers Microsoft ends support for Windows XP in April, but it will keep
updating anti-malware...

Target Data Breach Being Handled by Homeland Security
01/17/2014 00:12 (KUTV.com)
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...that other companies could also be under attack by a new breed of malware. The secret service tapped private security
firm "Isight Partners",

Windows XP will get antivirus updates until July 2015
01/16/2014 22:40 (Computer World Singapore)

...research that found that XP was considerably more likely to be affected by malware than later versions of Windows,
around 9 per 1,000 systems.

FireEye rises as analyst praises its technology
01/16/2014 20:18 (Yahoo! News)

initiated coverage with a rating of "Outperform." He said older malware products are becoming outdated and FireEye is the
first company that has been...

Expert who first revealed massive Target hack tells us how it happened
01/16/2014 16:00 (Yahoo! News)

...surface, Krebs on Security reports, revealing that a piece of malware that s nearly identical to a 207kb malicious program
s More unofficial...

Week in review: Target POS malware, Bitcoin insurance, and the future of net neutrality
01/20/2014 04:47 (Help Net Security)

Week in review: Target POS malware, Bitcoin insurance, and the future of net neutrality Here's an overview of some of last
week's most interesting...

Is Target e-mail legit, or another scam?
01/20/2014 04:35 (ABC Action News)

...one, however, is not legitimate, and rather is a scam to put malware into your computer, and is similar to the recent court
notice email scam,

Malicious traffic present on 100 percent of sampled networks, Cisco analysis finds
01/20/2014 04:06 (ComputerworldUK.com)

...isn't going away although there are hints that Java-oriented malware has peaked. Meanwhile, attacks are getting more
targeted and well-funded.
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BLOG: Cisco study finds unprecedented growth in threats
01/20/2014 03:51 (Computer World Singapore)

...Cisco's survey sample generated visitor traffic to Web sites that host malware, and 96% of them communicated with
hijacked servers. Ninety-two...

UK cyber-security chief: 'the password abc123 is better than nothing'
01/20/2014 02:00 (The Guardian)

...the people who most need help away, says the head of a government-supported online safety organisation Passwords
aren't quite as easy as hitting...

Schools in the UK and US battle anonymous proxies as pupils find ways around filtering
01/20/2014 00:33 (Computer World Singapore)

...types. Slightly fewer were worried about general security threats such as malware. It's not entirely clear whether some
schools even bother to...

Talking Points: Getting U.S. Credit Cards More Secure
01/20/2014 00:04 (CBS Minnesota)

...10:55 PM View Comments Related Tags: Companies, Credit Cards, EMV, Esme Murphy, Malware, safe, Secure,
Security, Sen. January 19, 2014 10:55 PM...

Six more US retailers hit by Target-like hacks, security firm says
01/19/2014 23:34 (Computerworld Malaysia)

...identified a 17-year-old Russian who it says wrote the BlackPOS malware, a version of which was used against Target.
IntelCrawler also identified a...

Microsoft will furnish malware assassin to XP users until mid-2015
01/19/2014 21:50 (Computer World Singapore)

Microsoft will furnish malware assassin to XP users until mid-2015 Microsoft confirmed on Friday that it will continue to offer
its malware scrubbing...

Schools battle anonymous proxies as pupils find ways around filtering
01/19/2014 21:44 (Computer World Singapore)
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...types. Slightly fewer were worried about general security threats such as malware. It's not entirely clear whether some
schools even bother to...

Tax-Related Identity Theft
01/19/2014 21:27 (Yahoo! News Canada)

Malware infects users through trusted Chrome extensions
01/19/2014 17:56 (ComputerWorld)

Malware infects users through trusted Chrome extensions Shady online marketers have a new trick up their sleeve: buying
trusted Chrome browser...

Russian Teen At The Center Of Cyber Attacks On Target, Neiman Marcus
01/19/2014 16:21 (Fox17online.com)

...17-year-old from St. Petersburg as the culprit and author of the malware used to breach security of stores like Target and
Neiman Marcus. The report,

Security problems turn more than one third of users off mobile banking [CPI Financial]
01/19/2014 07:29 (Technology News)

...income. According to Kaspersky Lab, 99 per cent of all existing mobile malware samples are developed for Android. In
2012, the company's experts...

Cybersecurity predictions for 2014
01/21/2014 05:16 (Help Net Security)

...key security threats on the horizon: Digital trust is gone: Malware signed with stolen digital certificates has been around for
a while, but...

Two coders closely tied to Target-related malware, security firm says
01/21/2014 04:22 (Computer World Singapore)

Two coders closely tied to Target-related malware, security firm says A Los Angeles security company has named a second
individual living in...

Start-up debuts 'shape-shifting' technology to protect web servers
01/21/2014 04:22 (Computerworld Malaysia)
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Ghosemajumder points out, it borrows a page from tactics that malware authors use to constantly modify malicious code so
it can evade signature-based...

Firewall start-up Aorato sniffs out Active Directory anomalies
01/21/2014 04:05 (Computer World Singapore)

...patterns that often indicate an attack, says Plotnik."If malware steals your identity inside the network, we will find that
abnormal activity,"

Massive data theft hits 40% of South Koreans
01/21/2014 03:45 (WFMZ-TV 69 News)

...it, too, was breached. Target's massive breach was due to malware on point of sale systems, while the Korean banks
were compromised by a third-party...

New developments in the Target data breach
01/21/2014 00:33 (WWLP.com)

New developments in the Target data breach Malware written by teen in Russia NEW YORK (AP) - A security firm believes
a Russian teenager is responsible...

Different forms of identity theft
01/20/2014 22:30 (WWLP.com)

Toshiba Tecra Z40-A1401 review: Too little for too much
01/20/2014 21:15 (Computerworld Malaysia)

...capabilities designed to protect the computer from rootkits, viruses, and malware, as well as remote and local monitoring
and repair of the PC.

Kaspersky: One in three UAE smartphone and tablet users rejects mobile banking
01/20/2014 21:08 (Computerworld Malaysia)

...frequently attacked by cybercriminals. 99 percent of all existing mobile malware samples are developed for Android,
according to Kaspersky Lab.
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Vietnam's 'cyber troops' take fight to US, France
01/20/2014 15:57 (SecurityInfoWatch.com)

...citizen. She has resumed blogging, but now the Vietnamese government is blocking her posts. Activists and analysts
strongly suspect Hanoi was...

UK Guidance on Threats during Deals
01/20/2014 15:00 (Isssource.com)

...they are prime targets for cyber attacks, according to a British government-backed guidance. Security should be a top
concern for any company,

Hackers Buy Popular Chrome Extensions, Inject Malware
01/20/2014 13:36 (CIO Today)

Hackers Buy Popular Chrome Extensions, Inject Malware New owners of the Add to Feedly Chrome extension didn't push
out regular banner ads that...

Don't Be a Cyber Target: A Primer for Boards and Senior Management
01/20/2014 13:28 (Forbes)

...for unanticipated questions. 10. Develop a remediation plan. Malware detection and eradication can be an expensive and
time-consuming process.

Author of BlackPOS is a Russian teenager, researchers say
01/20/2014 12:32 (Help Net Security)

...believes he has discovered the identity of the author of the BlackPOS malware, modified versions of which have
apparently used in the Target and...

Hackers hit Nova Scotia computer network 5 times last year
01/22/2014 06:09 (Yahoo! News Canada)

Target-like attack unlikely against small retailers
01/22/2014 05:25 (Computerworld Malaysia)

...are still necessary in protecting small businesses, experts say. The malware used in the Target attack was built to avoid
detection by anti-virus...
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BLOG: Target hackers may have stolen useless data
01/22/2014 05:08 (Computer World Singapore)

Andrew Komarov, CEO of U.S. security startup IntelCrawler, described the malware used in the Target data breach to be a
dump-memory-scraper that...

Target-related malware was a side job for man living in Russia
01/22/2014 04:45 (Computer World Singapore)

Target-related malware was a side job for man living in Russia In a surprising TV interview, a 23-year-old living in Russia
said he helped code...

Cisco introduces Cybersecurity Specialist certification
01/22/2014 04:15 (Help Net Security)

...on-the-job readiness to meet the future challenges of network defense. CCNP Security Certification:The redesigned
CCNP Security Certification focuses...

Medicare card delivery problems raise identity theft concerns
01/22/2014 00:09 (Yahoo! News Canada)

South Korea and the U.S. Reacted Much Differently to a Credit Card Theft Scandal
01/21/2014 21:40 (Yahoo! News)

...U.S., Target's Point of Sales devices were infected with malware, which captured shoppers' credit card information for a
period surrounding Black...

Windows XP April 2014 deadline fast approaching
01/21/2014 21:39 (Computer World Singapore)

...passed, Microsoft recently announced that it will continue to offer its malware scrubbing program, Malicious Software
Removal Tool, for XP users up...

Kaspersky takes top security gong
01/21/2014 21:30 (Computerworld Malaysia)

...the PC. Optional tests checked a how well the products would remove malware from an infected PC, block new and
unknown threats, and protect the...
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16 million online accounts probably compromised, German government warns
01/21/2014 20:51 (Computer World Singapore)

Users whose account might have been compromised should check their computer for malware, the BSI Said. Because it is
unclear at the moment what...

What You Need to Know to Shop Safely, Online or Offline
01/21/2014 19:25 (Yahoo! News)

...Bogdan Botezatu, senior e-threat analyst at Bitdefender, an anti-malware company based in Bucharest, Romania. "These
kind of issues happen, and...

2 arrested used stolen cards from Target breach
01/21/2014 19:16 (Yahoo! News)

...110 million Target customers, but security experts have suggested the malware may have come from hackers in Russia
or Eastern Europe. Researchers...

Fake Flash Player Malware
01/21/2014 17:03 (Isssource.com)

Fake Flash Player Malware There is an increasing amount of Trojan infections occurring where the bad guys are taking
scripts from legit websites,

99% of mobile malware targeted Android devices last year
01/21/2014 16:44 (Yahoo! News)

99% of mobile malware targeted Android devices last year The good news is that mobile malware is still a very small
portion of overall malware...

It’s past time Congress take action on cybersecurity
01/23/2014 01:00 (Bennington Banner)

It is still under investigation, but apparently the thieves used malware written by a Russian teenager that scraped the data
from card readers...

China Internet Outage Caused by Cyber Attack, Government Says
01/22/2014 23:31 (Bloomberg)
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China Internet Outage Caused by Cyber Attack, Government Says China said an Internet outage that cut access to
websites including those operated...

When's The Best Time To Launch A Cyberattack?
01/22/2014 23:28 (Forbes)

For example, their model successfully described the implementation of the Stuxnet worm, which caused massive disruption
inside one of Iran s...

Ransomware, Bitcoin and privacy scams to dominate 2014: AVG Security
01/22/2014 21:22 (Computerworld Malaysia)

...ransomware such as Cryptlocker shows the increasing sophistication of modern malware, and should be a concern for
individual users and business.

Why I did it: Former hacker Mitchell Frost explains his motivation
01/22/2014 21:16 (Computerworld Malaysia)

...five times, as well as disrupting the University of Akron's network during a DDOS attack Frost allegedly launched on a
gaming server hosted by...

'Liking' Certain Photos On Facebook Could Help Scammers
01/22/2014 19:46 (8 News NOW)

the threat is more direct. The "new" page may be used to spread malware -- software that attacks the user's computer -- or
for phishing, the...

Attack of the refrigerators? The cyber-threats lurking in your home
01/22/2014 18:57 (Yahoo! News)

...manufacturers step up security, but whether Congress and the federal government step in to mandate consumer
protections, Sans Mr. Gartner says.

New Cybersecurity Specialist Certification
01/22/2014 18:39 (Isssource.com)

...on-the-job readiness to meet the future challenges of network defense. CCNP Security Certification: The redesigned
CCNP Security Certification...
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4 steps to fix off-track IT projects
01/22/2014 17:23 (Federal Times)

...federal IT procurement practices. In another recent example, the Air Force abandoned a $1 billion investment in a supply
chain modernization...

DDoS Web Attacks Rise in 2013, Harder To Fend Off
01/22/2014 17:00 (CIO Today)

but they are now harder to defend against due to more sophisticated malware. "Prolexic noted a clear evolution in the
strategies and tactics...

Android Hole Allows Data Capture
01/22/2014 16:31 (Isssource.com)

At the time, Samsung issued an official response saying the attack exploited legitimate Android network functions in an
unintended way for a...

Cybersecurity could be the next bipartisan breakthrough
01/22/2014 16:00 (The Hill - Blog)

...cyber vulnerabilities. This legislation, the National Cybersecurity and Critical Infrastructure Protection (NCCIP) Act, is
coming together at...

Android Malware Acts as Security Update
01/22/2014 15:17 (Isssource.com)

Android Malware Acts as Security Update There are six versions of a new Android threat designed to steal SMS messages
and intercept phone calls,

DISA considers unified capabilities in the cloud
01/22/2014 15:06 (Federal Times)

...Agency. DISA is considering what capabilities it will build within DoD s current infrastructure and whether commercial
clouds can provide the service,
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Russia hacked hundreds of Western, Asian companies: Security firm [Daily News Egypt]
01/22/2014 14:25 (Technology News)

...US cybersecurity firm says it has gathered evidence that the Russian government spied on hundreds of American,
European and Asian companies,

Your password is easy to crack
01/22/2014 13:43 (The Guardian)

Your password is easy to crack We all know cyber-gangs are out there attacking websites, hoping to raid our bank
accounts. Yet a new report says...

Congresswoman Clarke's Statement on Bipartisan Commitment to Cybersecurity
01/24/2014 05:46 (Technology News)

...card numbers and other information about cardholders was stolen by hackers, has increased concerns about the level of
protection available to...

Edward Snowden: "Not all spying is bad"
01/24/2014 05:22 (WTSP.com)

...easy to agree that it should be against international law to hack critical infrastructure like hospitals and power stations.
He suggested there...

Neiman Marcus data breach affects up to 1.1M customer cards
01/24/2014 03:37 (New York Post)

...s president and CEO Karen Katz said the thieves clandestinely installed malware, or malicious software, on its payments
system to scrape customers...

FBI warns US retailers over cyber crime
01/24/2014 02:40 (Technology News)

...retail companies last week describing the risks posed by "memory-parsing" malware that infects point-of-sale (POS)
systems, which include cash...

Syrian group hacks CNN social media accounts
01/24/2014 02:14 (Yahoo! News)
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...some of US broadcaster CNN's social media accounts. The network said the compromised accounts included its main
Facebook page, its Twitter page...

Global cybercrime dominated by 50 core groups, CrowdStrike report finds
01/23/2014 23:44 (Computer World Singapore)

Using an approach that foregrounds the 'threat actors' above the malware itself, the firm divides groups according to
whether they are deemed...

Three security startups you should keep an eye on
01/23/2014 22:33 (Computerworld Malaysia)

...Zimperium software, first available for Android devices, is intended to detect malware or attacks such as traffic redirection, he points out.

Leon Panetta warns of 'crippling' cyber attack in Monterey speech
01/23/2014 21:30 (MontereyHerald.com)

...nation's financial institutions, high-tech industries, businesses, government and infrastructure. He said in 2009 he was
told by a CIA counterintelligence...

New Windows malware tries to infect Android devices connected to PCs
01/23/2014 21:19 (Computer World Singapore)

New Windows malware tries to infect Android devices connected to PCs A new computer Trojan program attempts to install
mobile banking malware...

Security professionals welcome government’s child cyber safety proposals
01/23/2014 20:05 (Computer World Australia)

Security professionals welcome government s child cyber safety proposals Proposals are a promising start , says
Symantec director of government...

House committee approves cyber security notification bill
01/23/2014 19:18 (WAVE 3 News)

...final four that we want to be in," Edelen said. "A government that collects your information has an obligation to inform you
if they lose it."
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Neiman Marcus confirms and apologizes for data breach
01/23/2014 17:08 (Technology News)

million customer payment cards could have been potentially visible to the malware. To date, MasterCard and Discover have
notified us that approximately...

Cyber criminals find new avenues to steal data [Gulf News (United Arab Emirates)]
01/23/2014 16:34 (Technology News)

...Snowden. His revelations about the breach of user privacy by the US government have had a ripple effect. One of the
key implications has been...

Energy Sector Under Attack
01/23/2014 16:02 (Isssource.com)

Energy Sector Under Attack A cyber espionage campaign targeted hundreds of organizations from Europe, America and
Asia and it appears the Russian...

Week in review: Chrome bugs turns browser into listening device, Target POS malware author
reveals himself
01/27/2014 05:33 (Help Net Security)

...in review: Chrome bugs turns browser into listening device, Target POS malware author reveals himself Here's an
overview of some of last week's...

After Target, Neiman Marcus breaches, does PCI compliance mean anything?
01/27/2014 05:10 (ComputerworldUK.com)

...it happened, according to Litan. "PCI does mandate checking for malware but none of the typical anti-malware products
could find the Target malware,

Hackers break into Israeli defence computers, says security company
01/27/2014 04:43 (The Guardian)

Hackers break into Israeli defence computers, says security company Palestinians are suspected of being behind email
attack on civil administration...

US retailers warned by FBI of further POS malware attacks
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01/27/2014 04:37 (ComputerworldUK.com)

US retailers warned by FBI of further POS malware attacks Memory parsing software poses major threat Retailers in the US
have been warned by...

Whitepaper: How Big Data fights back against APTs and malware
01/27/2014 00:26 (Help Net Security)

Whitepaper: How Big Data fights back against APTs and malware This whitepaper is essential reading for CEOs, CTOs,
Network Security Professionals,

Punish careless employees to reduce security breaches, vendor says
01/26/2014 21:41 (Computer World Singapore)

...for carelessly clicking on emailed links and attachments that lead to malware being downloaded to a corporate network,
an awareness-training...

BLOG: Did Microsoft reach into your PC to stomp a botnet?
01/26/2014 21:41 (Computer World Singapore)

...knowledge. In October 2013, Microsoft targeted a Tor-based botnet malware called "Sefnit," which used the Tor network
to anonymously perform...

Microsoft retains weapon to silently scrub XP
01/26/2014 21:34 (Computer World Singapore)

...than a year after it stops patching the aged OS to clean malware-infected machines, sources close to the company
confirmed Friday. Microsoft...

Arts and crafts chain Michaels investigates possible data breach
01/26/2014 21:27 (Computer World Singapore)

...Nov. 27 and Dec. 15, 2013. CEO Gregg Steinhafel[cq] said malware was installed on point-of-sale terminals used to
swipe cards. Neiman Marcus said...

Neiman Marcus breach gets even worse
01/26/2014 19:00 (El Paso Inc.)
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...breach that involved 1.1 million credit and debit cards. The malware installed on terminals in Neiman Marcus stores
seems to be the same malware...

Worst password? It's as easy as 1, 2, 3 [National, The (United Arab Emirates)]
01/26/2014 12:54 (Technology News)

...highlighted that 56 per cent of users grossly underestimate the risks of malware being present on their devices. "The first
thing is you should...

Malware threatens small businesses’ data, livelhood
01/26/2014 00:00 (The Buffalo News)

Malware threatens small businesses data, livelhood The first thing Mark Wilson noticed was a drag on the computer system
that he and five others...

Internet-connected gadgets have potential for cyber attacks [Tulsa World, Okla. :: ]
01/25/2014 13:32 (Technology News)

...worked just like common attacks on PCs. The gadgets were infected with malware that put them under the control of other
people, with their owners...

Big growth expected with Cyber Command
01/25/2014 09:41 (Stars and Stripes)

...military base brought a promise of thousands of new military, government civilian and contractor jobs and an
accompanying real estate boom. Like...

Improving trust in web services
01/28/2014 02:15 (Help Net Security)

...trustworthiness and interoperability for the new regulated TSPs and for e-Government services using them. The EU s
cyber security Agency, ENISA,

BLOG: The great escape: How the NSA is driving companies out of U.S. clouds
01/27/2014 23:12 (Computer World Singapore)

...NSA's eyes especially after many of its customers were hit with the Stuxnet worm, which seemedspecifically designed (by
whom is another story) to...
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Retailer data breach trend not likely to end soon
01/27/2014 22:25 (Computerworld Malaysia)

...of the recent high-profile cases, attackers were apparently able to plant malware on point-of-sale (PoS) systems to gather
credit card information...

US retailers warned by FBI of further POS malware attacks
01/27/2014 20:38 (Computerworld Malaysia)

US retailers warned by FBI of further POS malware attacks Retailers in the US have been warned by the FBI to prepare for
further cyber attacks,

Your backup drive needs a backup plan: Three ways to safeguard the data
01/27/2014 20:38 (Computerworld Malaysia)

Once a recording session is finalized, the data should be safe from malware threats even if the disc remains in the drive.
The downside of using...

Xtreme RAT Targets Governments
01/27/2014 19:11 (Isssource.com)

Xtreme RAT Targets Governments The Xtreme RAT malware has not only hit Israeli police systems, it has also targeted
governments in the U.S.,

CyberPatriot Announces Teams Advancing to the National Finals Competition
01/27/2014 18:33 (Yahoo! News)

...advanced to the National Finals Competition of the nation's largest youth cyber defense competition CyberPatri
ARLINGTON, Va., Jan. 27, 2014...

There’s actually one area where Windows Phone looks poised to overtake Android
01/27/2014 18:32 (Yahoo! News)

...BGR.com Related stories Hackers concoct most devious way yet to deliver Android malware Samsung's quest to free
itself from Android kicks off in...

Neiman Marcus Data Breach FAQ: What to Do Now
01/27/2014 18:32 (Yahoo! News)
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...happened at Neiman Marcus? "We know that malicious software (malware) was clandestinely installed on our system,"
Neiman Marcus President and...

Trustwave Demonstrates Malware That Logs Touchscreen Swipes To Record Your PIN
01/27/2014 17:20 (Forbes)

Trustwave Demonstrates Malware That Logs Touchscreen Swipes To Record Your PIN Neal Hindocha, a senior security
consultant for Trustwave, has...

FBI warns retailers about the increasing threat of cyberattacks
01/27/2014 15:28 (SecurityInfoWatch.com)

...compromised. A Jan. 17 FBI report describes risks posed by "memory-parsing" malware that's infected companies' pointof-sale systems in about 20 hacking...

Trojan Pushes Malware onto Androids
01/27/2014 15:00 (Isssource.com)

Trojan Pushes Malware onto Androids There is now a Windows Trojan out there designed to infect the Android devices
connected to the affected...

Easy access to hacking tutorials worry experts [Security] [Times of India]
01/27/2014 12:37 (Technology News)

...click on an advertisement that pops-up many times during browsing. "Trojan is nothing but a malware (malicious
software) lurking in a file that...

India holds top rank in spam attacks [Security] [Times of India]
01/27/2014 12:37 (Technology News)

...of cyber attackers has moved from fame to financial gain and malware has become a prevalent tool to plant financially
motivated attacks making...

Israel to Ease Cyber-Security Export Curbs, Premier Says
01/27/2014 11:59 (Bloomberg)

Israel to Ease Cyber-Security Export Curbs, Premier Says Israel will relax constraints on exports of cyber-security products,
taking some risk...
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Michaels: Linked to Target Breach? - BankInfoSecurity
01/27/2014 11:17 (Bankinfosecurity)

...retailers it expected to be targeted by similar point-of-sale malware attacks, tells BankInfoSecurity that Michaels is not
believed to be one of...

Java-based malware hits Windows, Mac and Linux
01/29/2014 05:18 (Help Net Security)

Java-based malware hits Windows, Mac and Linux Kaspersky Lab researchers have recently analysed a piece of malware
that works well on all three...

SpyEye creator pleads guilty
01/29/2014 04:16 (Help Net Security)

...distributed denial of service attacks from computers infected with the malware. Bendelladj was apprehended at
Suvarnabhumi Airport in Bangkok,

Guest View: Security budgets: How to get your C-Suite’s attention
01/29/2014 04:02 (Computer World Singapore)

...cyber adversary motivations on the heat map: Cyber espionage Cyber crime Cyber hacktivism Cyber terrorism Cyber
warfare Disgruntled employee I...

Surge in mobile network infections affects millions of devices
01/29/2014 03:14 (Help Net Security)

...security threat to home networks remained constant with traditional fixed malware types starting to make the jump to
mobile devices. Figures...

FileZilla warns of large malware campaign
01/29/2014 03:07 (Computerworld Malaysia)

FileZilla warns of large malware campaign Spoofed versions of the popular file transfer program FileZilla that steal data are
circulating on...

Funeral directors warn of scam email containing malware virus [Bangor Daily News, Maine :: ]
01/29/2014 02:32 (Technology News)
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Funeral directors warn of scam email containing malware virus [Bangor Daily News, Maine :: ] (Bangor Daily News (ME) Via
Acquire Media NewsEdge)

Cyber warfare chief is Obama pick to lead NSA
01/29/2014 01:36 (GazetteNet.com)

...reported Monday that the NSA and its British counterpart, the Government Communications Headquarters, or GCHQ, can
secretly collect an individual...

Perspective: If Windows 8 = Vista, what's Microsoft's next move?
01/28/2014 21:50 (Computerworld Malaysia)

due to Microsoft's re-architecting the former and trying to stem malware with the latter. It was even the focus of an
unsuccessful class-action...

Russian pleads guilty in banking virus case
01/28/2014 18:55 (Yahoo! News)

...and bank fraud for his role as the developer and distributor of the malware known as "SpyEye," the Justice Department
said. The virus infected...

The Only Thing Scarier Than Self-Driving Cars Are the Hackers Waiting to Attack Them
01/28/2014 18:11 (Yahoo! Canada Finance)

Tis The Season For Tax Identity Theft
01/28/2014 17:28 (Forbes)

Israel hopes to cash in on the world's cyber insecurity
01/28/2014 16:47 (Yahoo! News)

Israel hopes to cash in on the world's cyber insecurity Incidents like Target's electronics-payment hack and the Stuxnet
virus have driven home...

Sad Toy Story: Hasbro Site Compromised
01/28/2014 16:25 (Isssource.com)
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...maker Hasbro suffered a compromise after researchers found the website serving malware to visitors over the last few
weeks. Toy maker Hasbro...

Terrifying new smartphone malware tracks your swipes to steal your PIN
01/28/2014 15:56 (Yahoo! News)

Terrifying new smartphone malware tracks your swipes to steal your PIN Smartphone malware is on the rise and with 99%
of known malware targeting...

Million-dollar bank hacking kit Russian developer pleads guilty to charges in US [Asian News
International]
01/30/2014 04:36 (Technology News)

Washington, Jan. 30 (ANI): The Russian man who developed malware kit for some of the web's most expensive banking
hacks has reportedly pleaded...

Check Point discovers critical vulnerability in MediaWiki
01/30/2014 04:19 (Help Net Security)

...'wiki' site running on MediaWiki, and potentially inject and serve malware-infecting code to users visiting these sites The
WikiMedia Foundation released...

Data mining the future with security predictions
01/30/2014 03:47 (Help Net Security)

For example, Sophos shows a noticeable prediction bias in the category malware , as does FireEye, whereas Mandiant
seems to focus in on state...

VPN flaw reported in latest version of Android
01/30/2014 00:55 (Computerworld Malaysia)

...be used, the researchers said. However, what can be accomplished by malware is the same. The flaws make it possible
for a malicious app to bypass...

Target says attackers stole vendor credentials
01/30/2014 00:22 (Computerworld Malaysia)

...Target attackers' methods emerged in technical descriptions of the malware published by security companies, several of
which later redacted or...
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SpyEye bank Trojan creator Aleksandr Panin faces 30 years in jail
01/29/2014 23:48 (Computerworld Malaysia)

...trapped by an FBI sting in which he was fooled into selling the malware to an undercover agent posing as a criminal.
Panin was accused of conspiring...

DOJ's Holder says agency is investigating Target data breach
01/29/2014 22:17 (Computerworld Malaysia)

...compromised, with attackers focusing on point-of-sale devices. The malware used against Target was a "RAM scraper,"
which intercepted unencrypted payment...

iOS vs. Android: Which is more secure?
01/29/2014 21:20 (Computerworld Malaysia)

...comes to securing enterprise applications and data. When just looking at malware trends, the easy assumption may be
that iOS is the safer platform.

Wikipedia dodges critical vulnerability that could have let attackers take over
01/29/2014 20:58 (Computerworld Malaysia)

...wiki' site running on MediaWiki, and potentially inject and serve malware-infecting code to users visiting those sites. This
would have been...

New Android Malware Can Reinstall Itself
01/29/2014 19:23 (Yahoo! News)

New Android Malware Can Reinstall Itself Because Android is the world's most popular smartphone operating system, it
follows that malefactors...

ICE Unlock Hands-on: App Adds Fingerprint Security to Android
01/29/2014 17:07 (Yahoo! News)

...area on the phone's processing chip that Apple says other apps, malware or hackers cannot access. However, DFT CEO
Chace Hatcher said that DFT's...

'Internet of things' adds to cybersecurity challenge
01/29/2014 16:39 (Federal Times)
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...Michael Daniel, who is far from alone in that opinion. Government and private sector companies are up against broader,
more diverse and sophisticated...

Email Worm Varies Attack Messages
01/29/2014 15:56 (Isssource.com)

...it. The message that apparently comes from Symantec warns recipients of a virus infection. The file attached to these
emails is a variant of the...

Android Bootkit Going Global
01/29/2014 14:51 (Isssource.com)

When the mobile phone is turned on, this script loads the code of the Trojan Linux-library imei_chk (Doctor Web Anti-virus
detects it as Android.Oldboot.1),

Israel seeks to export cyber tech, despite risk
01/30/2014 15:43 (Technology News)

...cyber-attacks, vowing to relax export restrictions normally placed on security-related technologies so Israeli cyberdefense companies can sell their...

UL Lafayette props Air Force cyber defense
01/30/2014 15:14 (KATC.com)

UL Lafayette props Air Force cyber defense Research at the University of Louisiana at Lafayette is helping the U.S. military
identify malware,

SEC examiners to review how asset managers fend off cyber attacks
01/30/2014 14:43 (The Baltimore Sun)

...in Washington, D.C. The SEC's upcoming 2014 review of cyber security policies at asset managers will be conducted as
part of the agency's routine...

Angry Birds site hacked after surveillance claims
01/30/2014 14:36 (Technology News)

...Flickr, and the film-oriented Flixster. Mikko Hypponen, from F-Secure computer security company, said the hacking into
Rovio's website was a "good...
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URM cyber attack investigation coming to a close
01/30/2014 14:27 (KXLY.com)

URM cyber attack investigation coming to a close URM Stores' investigation of a criminal cyber attack is coming to a
close. URM Stores' investigation...

Metro woman sues Neiman Marcus over security breach
01/30/2014 14:02 (The Atlanta Journal-Constitution)

...company discovered on Jan. 1 it was the victim of a criminal cyber-security intrusion. The hackers used what appeared
to be a sophisticated,

Sunday’s Super Bowl Set to Feature Some Intense Layers of Security Most Attendees Will Never
See
01/30/2014 12:42 (The Blaze)

...if a legitimate threat arose for the Superbowl. In fact, 16 Air Force fighter units stand at-the-ready for emergency aerial
intercepts across...

Changing forms of APTs, malware, sandboxing
01/30/2014 12:37 (Tech Channel MEA)

...expect more specialised attacks in relation to the varying degrees of cyber-defense levels and target value. Personal data
danger from mobile...

Higher stakes from business of cyber crime
01/30/2014 12:12 (Tech Channel MEA)

Higher stakes from business of cyber crime Graham Welch, Sourcefire explains the business of cyber crime is on the
lookout for maximum returns.

Beware of bogus Google “Suspicious sign-in prevented” emails
01/30/2014 12:06 (Help Net Security)

...Google Suspicious sign-in prevented emails A very convincing phishing attempt aimed at harvesting users' Google
account credentials has been...

Counterintelligence Now Riskier Than Terrorism, Intelligence Officials Report
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01/30/2014 11:01 (Risk Management Monitor)

...government of launching cyberattacks against the U.S. government computer systems and defense contractors in a
deliberate, government-developed...

CID warns of phishing scam involving Government Travel Card
01/30/2014 10:58 (Fort Drum)

CID warns of phishing scam involving Government Travel Card U.S. Army Criminal Investigation Command, commonly
referred to as CID, is warning...

White House official addresses challenges facing the need for big data [Pittsburgh Post-Gazette ::
]
01/30/2014 08:50 (Technology News)

...the program is reshaped. During a Tuesday keynote address for the National Cyber Security Alliance's Data Privacy Day
event in Washington, D.C.,

How COTS endangers national security
01/29/2014 14:38 (Federal Times)

...experience a cyber breach. The rule of thumb for the breach or cyber attack to require disclosure - it would have to be
material (an accounting...
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